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The SPEAI tX took the Chair at 3 p.m.,
.111d read prayers.

QUESTION-ELECTORAL, NOMADIC
ELECTORS.

Hon. Cc. TAYLOTI (for Hlon. IV. J.
(leorge) asked the Minister for Justice: 1,
H-Is lie read and digee'Pd the leading article
in Thursday's "West Australian" newspaper,
headed "Government by Regulation"? 2. In
v-iew of that neiarkably clear statement of
the law as it exists to-clay and of his own
equallY' clear statemenc on the subject of pro-
vision Mb regard to nomnadic electors last
ession, is hie v.'pare'l to cancel the recent

ad-ion of the Electoral Department in regard
to this class of electors and to withdraw the
circulars issued relating thereto? 3, What
steps doe,3 he propose to take to ensure that
nomadic voters shall enjoy the rights con-
ferred upon theta by _w Electoral Act now
in force, strictly in accordance with the pro-
visions which exist therein?

The MINISTER FOR JIUSTICE replied:
1, 2, and 3, As the lion. member is aware,
the whole procediire in connection with the
position of pemo ns occabionally absent from
their place of living- was discussed in the
Legiqla tire Assembly oil the 7th instant,
when the policy of the Government was out-
lined. .

QUESTION-WORKERS' HOMES.
Mr. SAMIPSON asked the Premier: 1,

W'hat number of applications for 'workers'
homeis. await finalisation? 2, What period
of time is likely to elapse before an applica-
tion now made can be met?

The PREMLIER replied: 1, 136. 2, Ap-
proxiniately 18 months.

QUESTION-WOOLPACKS BELOW
STANDARD.

Mr. A. WANSEROUGH asked the Min-
ister for AgwieuLlture: As complaints are
frequent that a-ontst'u sutpplying woolpacks
under the standard weight, will he have in-
quirics made with a vie"; to protecting wool
growers in the weighing in of woolI

The MiITRFOR' AGRICULTURE
replied: The importation of light weight
wool packs can only be prevented by Com-
mnonwealth regulation1 The custom in the
wool trade is to deduc-t 11 lbs. as "tare." If
a grower is aware that his packs are light, he
should draw attention to the actual weight
when, I iinderstand, allowance will be made.

QUESTION-GROUP SETTLERS AND
AGRICULTURAL BANK.

Mr. AVIIJSON asked the Minister for
Lands: 1, When is, it intended to place the
first batch of grouip saitlers uinder the juris-
diction of the Agricultural Bank'? 2, The
numbers of the groups to be handed ovJ to
the Agricultural Bank? 3, Will all holdings
be appraised ad final vatues placed on
them before bjeing, taken over by the Agricul-
tural Bank~? 4, Wihi the group settlers in-
volved have repiesentittion. on the board of
appraisement or vahiehkon?

The MINISTER FOR LANDS replied:
1, As soon as powiblfi. 2, Not yet aseer-
taied. 3, This is provided for in Section 3,
Subsection (2), oX the Group Settlement Act,
1925, which reads: "The amount of such
expenditure on th~e area chargeable to the
group settlers, and the part thereof to be
apportioned to each parcel of land intended
to be granted, shall be assessed and deter-
mined by the mnauag-in~ trustee of the Agri-
cultural Bank. 4, Answered by No. 3.
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QUESTION-GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
PEAK HILL.

Mr. MARSHALL (without notice) asked
the inister for Mines: Can the Minister
tell the House on -what date the geological
survey of the Peak Hill district, promised
5'1/ years ago, will be begun.

The MINISTER FOR IX ES: I tannot
tell the hon. member. The geological staff
has. not yet been able to undertake the work.

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT-FED-
ERAL AID ROADS.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I desire
to draw the attention of members to the plan
on the wall, showing the road scheme ap-
proved for the next 10 years. It is rather
a formidable looking plan. Arterial roads
for the first five years' programme are
marked in continuous blue lines; for the
second five years in broken blue lines. The
trunk lines for the first five years are shown
in continuous brown lines, and for the
second five years in broken brown lines.
The developmental roads for the first five
years are shown in continuous red lines,
and for the second five years in broken red
lines. The amount allocated for next -year
is £115,000 for arterial roads, £138,000 for
trunk roads, and £404,000 for developmental
roads. The letters I promised to have sent
to members have taken a long time to pre-
pare owing to the getting out of all the de-
tails, but it is ho,pcd they will be posted this
evening.

ASSENT TO BILLS.

Message from the Governor received and
read notifying asisent to the under-
mentioned Bills:-

1. Reserves.
2. Special Lease (Esneranee Pine Plan.-

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

tation).
Legitimation Act Amendment.
Public Education Acts Amendment.
State Children Act Amendment.
Road Closure.
Navigation Act Amendment.
Justices Act Amendment
Wire and Wire Netting.

EILL--ALBAfl HARBOUR BOARD.
Read a third time and returned to the

Council with amendments.

BML-r-ADOPTION oF CILDREN ACT
AMENDMENT.
Second Reading.

Order of the Day read for the resumption
from the 17th November of the debate on
the second reading.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.

BilL passed through Committee without
debate, reported without amendment and
the report adopted.

Read a third time and transmitted to the
Council,

BILL--MANJIMUP-MOUNT BARKER
RAILWAY.

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from 2nd November.

HON. SIR JAMES MITCHELL (Nor-
tham) [3.14]: In supporting the second
reading I should like to suggest to the Mini-
ister that it is not good to have these rail-
ways too far apart at any point. I gather
from the map that this railway at one
point will be a full 30 miles distant
from the line recently authorised to
be built from Boyup Brook to Cranbrook.
We have had sone trouble over railways that
were some years ago laid down 30 miles
apart, as the result iE thje recommendations
of a Commission that was appointed by tis
House. This was recommended as the proper
distance. We should never have laid down
lines more than 20 miles apert. In those days
we thought we should only use very choice
pockets of land. To-day, with the increased
prices for wheat and won], we can use a
great deal more of our land. Possibly the
price makes all ihe difference.

The *Minister for 'Works- Motor tractors
have made a lot of difference.

Hon. Sir JAM-NES MITCHELL: Yes. I
am referring to the reason that actuated the
Land Coinmissior in recommending that the
lines should be .30 miles apart. It was then
thought we had only a limited airea of land
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that could be uised, And that we could not
afford to place the linies any nearer. Same
23 years ago people had to cart long dis-
tances. We do not want to repeat the errors
of the past. The Minister has provided for
a 5-mile deviation. Vint used to be opposed
in the old days. I amn not going to oppose
it, because I think we mnust get the best pos-
sible grades for our railways. Where a line
is going parallel to an existing line the devia-
tion should be made towards that line, or
towards an authorised line, rather than away
from it.

The Minister for Works: There is a ltne
on each side of tbis one.

Hon. Sir JAMIES MITCHELL: I know
there is. Carting is going on in the South-
West all the year round. Winter carting is
a difficult matter. In the wheat belt carting
is done in the summer. Fortunately we
do not cart in the winter there, because the
grain is shipped duritig the summer. In the
South-West many of the roads are impass-
able in the winter. We have a big road pro-
gramme, but there is only a abort season in
which roads can be built in the South-West
Possibly this work cannot be done profitably
for more than six months in the year. It is
almost impossible to ma~ke roads in the wheat
belt in the summner, or in the drier parts of
the State, so that the work there has to be
done in the winter. This fits in very well.
In each case, however, it takes longer to sup-
ply the roads tlmn if Ihe work could be
carried on all the year round. In the dry
districts we can keep the road-making plant
going only in the winter time, but
we do not get our roads made there
as quickly as would otherwise be the
case. We shall have to be content with bad
roads for some Itears to come. We want to
get people as near to railways as possible.
If they are go~ng to use lorries for heavy
carting, I do not know whbat kind of roads
we shall have to huild. We should not need
to spend so nine. money where only summer
carting is done. Hardly a road is up to
winter traffic. Only a small mileage of roads
can be used safely in the winter. I never
saw such roads as we had last winter, owing
to the traffic being heavier than it should
have been on the road; that we are able to
build. We must keep that in mind when lay-
ing down railways. I do not know whether
it would be cheaper to build the railways
nearer to each other sadl have a smaller mile-
age of roads to inainfain, or whether we
should put down good roads to enable the

traffic to be carried on them. I agree that
the light tonnage carried from the farms in
the South-West to th3- railways, which cart-
ing is fairly continuous, should make it pos-
sible to feed the railways. I cannot see how
we shall have enough money, despite the
Federal grant, to build developmental and
other roads that wce need during the next few
years. WSe must ha' o roads in order that
the traffic may be conveyed to the railways.
We are bilding- roads JIow that we would
not have been Able to build but for the Fed-
eral money. I do not envy the Minister his
task. He cannot do more 'than keep part of
the mileage in repair while he is laying down
lasting roads to the extent of between 150
to 200 miles annually. It will take a number
of years to provide a large area with roads.
I commend to the Minister the idea of keep-
ig the railways as near to each other as
practicable, commensuraite with the tonnage
that will be hauled. It will be pretty con-
tinuous traffic to the railways in the South-
W~est, once the timber is cut down. In the
Manjimup area recently I saw evidence of
wvhat will happen in the South-West when
the country is served by railways and settled
by people. I saw magnificent pastures of
clover and lucerne. Lucerne is excellent feed
for dairy cattle and ineans a saving in the
purchase of bran. I have seen these fodder
crops growing well. ihe land is responding
better than anyone couid Ihave expected. The
work that has been clone has resulted in a
great deal of land being cleared. Apparently
we shall now be able to plant a great deal of
our land with pmastulres af little cost. I saw
magnificent clover on uncleared land, that is,
land scrubbed with the trees killed. In some
cases the pastures are growing without
the trees being killed. This opens up
a wide opportunity for this class of land.
In New Zealand it is customiary to plant the
seed after the b.urning, and to get the pas-
tures then.

The Minister for Lands;: It is a great risk
here.

Eon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: I do not
know that it is. I thiought it was, but day
by day we are getting more experienced. We
tried it at Denmnark years ago, but that
failed. There must have been something
wrong with the time o!f sowing. We did not
know subterranean clover in those days. I
have seen magnificent pastures growing on
land where very little clearing has been done.

The Minister for Lands: Experts say it
all depends on the class of land.
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lion. Sir J1 XMES8 MITCHELL : Of
course. There are no experth at this work.
We can only gain by experience. Experi-
ence at one stage. in our history pointed to
this being inadvisable, but we do st_-emn to
have overcome the troitblc now. We have
gained experience in this iiethod of growing
pastures. If this can hte done, as it seems it
can he, it Will al1ter the witole autlook for the
land that Will be scrm ed by this line. Men
down there say it can be done. I have seen
it done so often that I have come to the
conclusion that it can 1we done siccessfully.

The 31inibter for Lands: I have had it be-
fore me only during the last week or two.

Hon. Sir JAMES 'IMITCHELL: I do not
question the MI~inister'- kinowledge, nor that
of his officials.

The Minister for Lands: I am only giving
their opinion.

Hon. Sir JAMES 'MITCHELL: I am tell-
ing- the Minister What I have seen quite re-
cently.

The Minister for Lands: I am afraid that
experiments will cost too much money.

Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: I am tell-
ing the Minister what I saw during my visit,
at his invitation, with the Parliamentary
Party, what I hare seen since, and what I
have heard since regarding these grasses that
grow on these lands. I hope it is all right,
for it seems to me that it is. Success would
naturally depend upon the class of country.
If that is all right we shall be able to grow
pastures while we arc clearing the land. I
believe this is done in Gippsland as well as in
New Zealand. Clover has spread to some
extent over fertilised bush land. I have seen
the poorest of land near the sea coast that
was top) dressed all amongst the scrub. It
wvas part of a property which grew clover
well, but no seed was siown, although where
the fertiliser had been put down there was
ten times as much feed as where no fertiliser
had been placed. This type of pasture ig
quite capable of fattening cattle and is very
valuable front that point of view. It was a
couple of feet high. I hope it will be shown
that we can get pastures in this way. This
will mean that we can quickly bring land
into use, We shall be able to carry stock
on small holdings. Far bigger returns can
be bad from herds that are run on small
areas than from those that are run on large
pastoral areas. Tn every way we are learn-
ing about the South-West, more regarding-
its value and possibilities. We know that
root crops such as potatoes can be grown

there, and that applei grow well. It hab a]-
wayb been said that we cannot run a jaw
factory- there for lack of the berries, in
the South-West berries are now being grown
in a small, way most sueeessfuLlly. So bit by
bit the possibilities are disclosed. To-day
travelling from Bunbury to Perth one sew;
cans at every station. Generally the work
done has proved beyond all doubt the valuie
of the South-West. Were it not so, we would
not be justified in passing so many railway
Bills. The most valuable possession to-day
is territory, and Without douibt we shall be-
fo-re mnany years aire over have as muchL
or our country developed as is capable of
being developed. For that reason I sup-
lport the proposal submitted by the 'Minister.
I should like again to remind the hon.
g~entlein of the necessity for not having-
these lines too far apart It will be almost
impossible within the next few years to
convert our developmental roads into really:
first class roads. I know the Minister is
alive to our responsibility to the people
-whom we are settling upon our lands. lie
knows that we splant balf a million on roads
within the past two years, and be also knows
tha thy nre bad winter roads. He knows
tvl,at it ill mnean in the way of expenditure
tu build first class roads. In many jplaces
a mile of good road cannot be put down a~s
eheaply as a mile of good railway, though
the converse obtains in other places. If
we do not put down a road that will carry
the heaviest trafie likely to p)as5 over it, the
road must go. There are, however, some
roads in the South-West, roads not carrying
sleeper traffic, which are perfect, and I hope
'h~ev will cvmtimiue so).

MR. A. WANSEROUGH (Albany)
[3.32]1: In supporting the second reading I
wish to express; my appreciation, and the
appreciation of the settlers in the dist-ict, of
the bringing down of this railway proposal-
The line has been necessary for fully 20
years past. It is a railway which was de-
finitely promised by the late Lord Forrest.
On that assurance People went out as far ts
60) miles west of 3ft. Barker, and they have
remained there for more than 20 years with-
out transport facilities. For the first 30
miles west of 'Mount Barker the country is
all alienated and thickly populated and
carriesi a fair number of stock. Moreover, it
i-s producingr considerable quantities of ap-
ples and pears. In my opinion the eountr,6
through which this line will pass should have
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been selected for group settlement. It is
open jarrah and redgum, country, well
watered and carrying natural grasses. If
these lands had been selected for group set-
tlement, the group settlers would now be
in a much happier position. At the same

-time I do not wish to decry any other part
vY the State. On reference to statistics I
hotd that in the area within 50 miles of Mount
lBarker there are to-day 1,510 horses, 2,753
cattle, 50,841 sheep, and about 200 pigs.,
-Orchards in full bearing total 491 acres o2
apples. and 32 acres of pears. It is regret-
table that the area has not been classified -us
regards the jarruhl it carries, but I am as-
suired oil god authority that the quantity
of jarrah is suffcient to pay for the build-
lug' of the railway twice over. There is also
a considerable belt of tingle-tingle, whichl
Whekn p)ut inlto use5 will surprise many people.
I shall not detain thle House, but I urge maem-
hers to assist the passage of the Bill, the
line being oie of those that are obviously
needed and will develop a large area of new
,,oiintry now lying~ idle.

MR. THOMSON (Kutanning) [3.35] : I
have much pleasure in supporting thle second
reading of the Bill. It is within my know..
ledge that the proposed line has been before
the public for the last 14 years. 'Mr. Booth
now of Mlount Barker, was the secretary of
the railway league which flirst advocated the
line. To the people of Mount Barker it must
be a source of great satisfaction that the
Government are able by means of the chleap
money which we get under the migration
agreement, what may he termed the 11/2 per
cent. mooney-

The MAinister for Lands: Do not imagine
that we are going to get all our railways
built under the migration agreement.

.r. THOMSON: I take this to be one
of the lines to be constnucted out of the
money which we shall get for the first ten
veuirs at an averatze rate of 11/2 per cent.

The M1inister for Lands: This railway has
lnt beenl approved.

M1r. THOMSON: I presumec it will be ap-
prnvedl. r strongly supported the passage of
thte floyp Brook-Crenhrook Rnilway' Bill on
the understanding that it would mak1e terri-
tory available- for new settleinent. One of
thi- conditions laid d]own for the gruanting' of
mone11Y towardsI railwayv construction under
thle niirration ag-reement is that the lines
bupilt shanll provide territory for new settlers.

Those acquainted with the district assure us
that this line will make available a consider-
able area suitable for closer settlement. I
echo the views expressed by the member for
Albany (Mr. A. Wansbrough) as regards the
country to be opened up. The plan, at which
I have had a casual glance, shows that con-
sidercable stretches of country are reserved
as carrying good jarrab. Moreover, this Bill1
represents the fultilnient of a promise long
overdue. There is also the consideration that
the line will provide revenue f or the Rail-
way Departmnent in the shape of timber traf-
fic. Lastly, it should add materially to the
finances required by the newly-constituted
Albany Harbour Board. The policy of build-
Lug this line is, therefore, sound. I have
never yet known of any railway proposal to
be tu rned down, but I feel a special pleasure
in supporting this one, as I believe it to be in
the interests of Western Australia to bisect
the various districts with railway lines as
freely as possible. I hope that before long a
comprehensive and vigorous policy of rail-
wray construction will he submitted to the
people for endorsement, so that f uture con-
struction, instead of being piecemeal, which
involves severe inconvenience and great dis-
abitiieA to new settlers, shall be on the prin-
ciple of affording our primary producers
facilities for getting their produce to the
niearest port. I refer, of course, to those
things whbich it is essential wve should ex-
port. The construction of this line will at-
ford opportunities for closer settlement as
well. If the people -whom we place on the
land are to make a success of it, they must
have reasonable facilities tar cultivation end
for getting their produce to the world's mnar-
kets. Unfortunately, we are still a long
war from being able to consume locally our
full production of comnmodities. We nmust
look to oversen markets. As regards our
fruit, our wool, and our wheat it is essential
to furnish the producers with cheap trains-
port and the most direct route to the sea-
board.

THE MINISTER FOIL LANDS (Hlon. W.
C'. Angrin-NXortb-E4ast F'remantle) [3.40];
I did not intend to speak on the Bill, but I
hope hion. members will not run away with
the idea that all these; wvorks are g-oing to be
carried out with migration money.

Mr. Thoms~onc: Thk, io, oue of thle wvorks
to be constructedt out of migration money.

Trhe MI1PiSTER1 FOR rANDS: T rho not
know whether it i , or not.
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Mr. Thomson:- There was an intimation
to that effect in connection with the Boyup
Brook-Ornbrook line.

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: This line
has never been submitted for approval. As
far as I can gather, lines which will pass
through lands already taken up may not be
built with migration money.

Ron. 0. Taylor: The cheap money may
be all spent before this line is built.

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: As re-
gards the cheap money, we have to settle
10,000 migrants for every £750,000 we ob-
tain under the migration agreement; and we
cannot rush in 10,000 migrants every day of
the week. We have not only to bring them
in, but to see them properly settled. Bring-
ing them in and giving them a job for a week
or two is no good at all. They have to be sat-
isfactorily settled in accordance with the mi-
gration agreement. Moreover, as regards the
cheap money the Governiment have to pay
1Y2 per cent. per annum to start with, one
per cent. being interest and a half per cent.
sinking fund. The cost of the money, there-
fore, will not be 11 per cent. for 10 years.

Mr. Thomson: That is generally accepted.
The MINSTER FOR LANDS: It can-

not he generally accepted, because it has
never been stated. We get the money for
the first five years at one per cent, plus one
hal per cent. sinking fund, and for the
next five years at one-third of the interest
plus sinking fund.

Mr. Lindsay: But we have to pay sinking
fund in respect of money which we borrow at
the full rate of interest.

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: Yes, but
not at once, only after a certain time. The
country should not be allowed to think that
everything is to be done on cheap money. It
is not possible.

Bon. W. J. George: Your railway pro-
gramme will take some years to carry out.

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: Yes, and
how many railways can be built for £750,000?7

Hon. W. J1. George: Not very many miles.
The MINISTER FOR LANDS: That js;

so.
Hon. W. J. George:- Moreover, every line

should be properly eqbipped.
The IMNSTER FOR LANDS:- For each

£750,000 of cheap mnone., that we obtain, we
have to hdnmy in 10,000 u'~grants and see that
they are satisfactorily established.

Mr. Thom.son: Ten thousand or one
thouscand?

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: Ten
thousand. The rate is £75 per head. Hon.
members will see that all these works can-
not he constructed out of cheap money. We
could not take the necessary number of
migrants. and therefore we have to limit our-
selves to certain works. The whole migra-
tion agreement is based on the number of
migrnts. If I may depart from the subject
of the Bill for a moment, I wish to stress
the importance of not allowing a wrong im-
pression to got abroad among the people on
this subject. When the M3igration Com-
mission were here, I raised the point that as
regards railway construction, Western Aus-
tralia should be placed on a different footing
from the other A ustralian States. In the
Eastern States settlement has followed rail-
way construction, whereas in Western Aus-
tralia it has preceded railway construction.
The result is that although in this State large
areas of land have been alienated from the
Crown, there are other large areas along the
routes of projected railways which have not
been alienated and developed. In the
Eastern States the contrary is the position.
The Migration Commission took the stand
that a railway constructed under the nmigra-
tion agreement must he constructed through
an unalienated area, whereas the land here
to which I referred had been taken up, and
will not absorb additional people for new
settlement.

Mr. Thomson: That is wvrong I
The M,%INISTE_-R POP. LANDS: I know

that; I eam merely pointing out the avtion
that was taken by the Commission. Already
one or two railways have had to be dropped
ou t of the list,

Mr. Thomson:- You are taking that up
with the Federal Government.

The MINISTFR FOR LANDS: No. The
Federal Government hare nothing to do with
it.

Mr. Thomson: It is all in the hands of the
Mligration Commission 7

The MINISTER FOR LANDS : The
Federal Government pa,-rd an Act directing
that no action can be vil:en regarding works
under the migration schemne, unless on the
recommendation of the Commission.

Hon. G. Taylor: Such undertakings must
be approved by the Comimission.

Thle MINISTER 'FOR LANDS : Yes
The members of the commission, in this re-
spect, are superior to the Federal Govern-
mnent. I mention that to enable hon. mem-
bers to realise the position. The members
of the Federal Commission have heen very
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reasonable in their attitude on those matters,
and when striking out ibe other railways
suggested that we should include the one
under discussion now. 1 told the members
of the Commission, when discussing this
point with thein, that if wre had not stopped
the selection of land in connection with an-
other railway two years ago, the whole of
the land there would have been alienated
from the Crown. When hon. members realise
the significance of what I have told them
they will see that they) must not run away
with the idea that all this work will be done
by means of the cheap nnoy they speak of.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a scseond time.

In Committee.
Air. T~utey in the Chair; the Minister for

Works in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 to 3--agreed to.
Clause 4-Power to Governor to compul-

sorily purchase land within 15 miles of rail-
way:

Air. THOMSON :The clause contains
power enabling the Governor, with the ob-
ject of encouraging the cultivation and settle-
ment of land, to compulsorily purchase any
land in parcels of not less than 1,000 acres.
That is a provision that is not usually found
in Railway Bills.

The Minister for Lauds: It is included in
every such Bill!

Mr. THEOMSON : 1s that so. I could not
understand why Ihe area was narrowed down
to a thousand acres, and thought that it
might prevent the Government from compul-
sorily acquiring certain areas.

Clause put and pasped.
Clauses 5 to 8, Schedule, Title-agreed to.

Bill reported without amendment, and the
report adopted.

Read a third time and transmitted to the
Council.

BILL-UNIIVERSITY COLLEGES.

Mr. SPEAKER: I have a message frm
the Council notifying that it has agreed to
the University Colleges Bill without amend-
ment.

Mr. Marshall: Yon bet your lieI
Mr. SPEAKER: Order! The hon. mem-

ber must remain silent while the Speaker is
addressing the House; otherwise he must
take the consequences!

BILL-TIMBER INDUSTRY REGULA-
TION.

Couneil's Am~endments.

Message from the Council received and
read notifying that it had agreed to the Tim-
ber Industry Regulation Bill, subject to
a schedule of amendments.

On motion by the Minister for Works,
consideration of the message fixed for a later
stage of the sitting.

BILL-SOUTH-WEST ELECTRIC
POWER.

Message.

Message from the Governor received and
read recommending appropriation in connec-
tion with the Bill.

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the 9th December.

HON. SIR JAMES MITCHELL (Nor-
tham) [3.53J: Inquiries regarding the possi-
bility of establishing a power station at Col-
lie were started some years ago when Mr.
Scaddan was Minister for Industries. A
Royal Commission was appointed to investi-
gate the problem, and in their report they
expressed the opinion that there was suffic-
ient water available at Collie to enable a
scheme to be established there. In addition
to the coal supplies, a town of considerab~e
size was available as the centre for such a
scheme. Another town to be served is Bun-
bury, also a large centre. The idea of the
scheme outlined in the Bill is to supply both
Bunbnry and Collie with electric power. The
mines will take large supplies of electric
current from the scheme, and it will also
serve to supply the areas adjacent to the
mains. The Government will find half the
money necessary to establish the scheme, and
the interest on that money is expected to )o
derived from the earnings of the scheme.
likewise the payments for the sinking fund
that will have to be established in order -o
cover the Government's contributions to thd
undertaking. I do not know whether the
scheme will he able to carry the overhead
charges and meet working expenses, ind at
the same time pay interest on the money
advanced by the Government and find
sinking fund installments as well. We do
not know whether it is the intention of the
Government to retain an interest in the op-
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orations, or if it is to be handed over to the
Jocal people when the money advanced by the
State is cleared off. From my experience of
the Perth power scheme, I know that addi-
tions will have to he made from time 10
time. As the growth of Perth has increased
the demand for current from year to year,
we have had to spend considerable State
funds in adding to the plant in order to
cope with the extra demands that have been
made. When we set out onl schemes such
as the one under discussion, it is necessary
to meet the demand that is cultivated by
reason of thle establishment of them. It is
obvious that we mnust supply those requi re-
ments because no one else will be in a posi-
tion to do so. I do not know what has been
spent on the Perth power house to date. Of
course there is a demand for trade require-
ments quite apart from avenues such as street
lighting and so on. M1any factories have
been started as; the result of the estab-
lishmoent of the l)ower house at Perth. They
-were established because the manufacturers
could secue the advantage of cheap power
and naturally it is easier to start small
factories with the aid of power supplied
to them, than it is by ieans of power sup-
plied in any other direction. The estab-
lishnient of the operations I refer to have
added much to the prosperity and activities
of the metropolitan area. At the same time
the establishment of a power scheme is a
never-ending source of expenditure. That
albrays must be so while a city is growing,-.
As at Perth, so I suppose it will be at Buti-
bury, and at Collie, so we need not worry
about who will own the schemat on
the redemption of the loan. This pro-
ject will not he in the position of the
4ioolgardie water scheme, because I hope the
demand of to-day will not be the demand of
ten years hence. Then again, the proposal

ia permissive one, and the mnunicipalities-.
have to filld half the money. It is for tile
people of the two municipalitie, 'concerned1
to decide whether they will embark upon
the seheme. Thus if the municipalities agre
to find the money, it can be done only with
the approval of the ratepay-ers, and then the
scheme ean be proceeded with. .So far ai
Parliament is concerned, members here need
only consider the contribution of the Gov-
ernment. Seeing that the Government have
to find only half the capital cost, T do not
think we' need worry on that score. 7f the
people of either Bunbnrv or Collie do not
deeide to go on with their share of the pro-

posal, the scheme cannot be proceeded with.
We are not forcing it upon either town,
lint if they choose to do so, they can go on
with it.

Mr. Thomson: The people have the rigin
by way of referendum to object to the
sie Pine.

lion. Sir JAMES MtTCHELL: Yes, the,
people who will have to pay the piper have
the right to say whether the scheme shall Lte
gIonle Onl with. Nothing could be fairer than
that; the position is quite clear. It we can
supply current under these conditions, then
we should be satisfied to find money for the
purpose. As to whether the water available
at Collie is sufficient for a bigger scheme
should it eventuate, I cannot say. If there
is, then the Government will have to absorb
the small& sehenie, should they go on with
the larger proposal in years to come. 1 1)
not know whether -we shall ever electrify the
railways by establishing a big power scheme
at Collie, hut at present it is not within the
realm of practical politics. I approve of tlvm-
Premier's action in introducing the Bill. I
hope it will provide opportunities for the
establishment of many industries at the port
of Bunbury. Undoubtedly, it is due to the
plentiful supply of electric power in Perth
that ma9ny industries haove been commenced
here. I would mention Hadfield's steel
works at Bassenidean. They are of the~
utmost voiluc to the State and have beelL
made possible only by the establish-
ment of the power house at East Perth.
Other places may follow suit. I do not
know whether members have visited those
works, hut it seems to me that Australia is
being saved a good deal of money. When
we see a hiawker collecting& a dray load of
second-hand bags, to be used again wte
know the State is being saved the need for
seniding out of Australia for bags, as was the
ease years ago before people realised that
thle waste colda be turned to account. It is
the same with the steel workik, which are of
the utmost value to the State. A farmer can
send anl old plough down from the countr~y,
addi a few pounds of steel, put it into thle
smuelter, and obtain sufficient material to
provide a now plough.

The Minister for Lands: It would cost a-;
much to send it down as to get another-
plough.

Hon1. Sir JA]%WES MITCHELL: The Mirn-
ister misses the point. The point is that by
doing the work here we are not sending £40
or £50 out of the country. 'No matter what
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it costs to take the plough to the -works we
are keeping the money in the State. A great
deal of wonderful work has been performed
by converting absolute waste into wonder-
f III steel castings.

The Minister for Railways: We are charg-
ing those works half-price for current.

Hon, Sir JAM3ES MITCHELL: If we can
convert waste stulff into valuable material, it
is a flue thing for the State. Take the list
of importations and see what millions it
amounts to. Any small amount that can he
written Off that list while at the same time
work is provided for our people, should be
done. There is no exaggerating the value of
the power scheme to the State.

Hlon. W. S. George: We shall do better
with the South-West scheme.

Hon, Sir JAMES MITCHELL: I1 hope so.
One can appreciate the value of establish-
ing power schemes such as this. The Bill
provides that there shall be five members of
the trust. I think five is rather many man-
agers for a scheme of this kind. One will
be elected by tihe Bunbury Municipal Coun-
cil, one by tile Collie M.Nunicipal Council, but
there arc to be appointed by the Government,
and the Government are also to appoint the
Chairman. Consequently the Government will
have more control than the municipalities
who will have to find half the money. The
Premier did not explain why he desires to
have the balance of power. I should think it
would he satisfactory if the Government
elected two representatives, the municipali-
ties twvo, and the four representativesi
sitting together elected the chairman.
As it is, the Government will have
the controlling influence. I am refer-
ring now to the appointment of re-
presentatives; of course the Government will
have no influence beyond that, because the
members will be appointed for three years
and will he free to do as they please within
the limits of the Act and the range of money
supplied them. After all, I suppose finance
will represent the greatest' control. The
works, it is estimated, will cost £220,000.
We may take it that they will cort
a quarter of a million at least. There
is provision for extending the area
to be supplied;I that, too, is a right
and proper provision. No doubt if
cheap electrical power can be supplied to
those two municipalities a great work will
hare been accomplished. I notice that there
is provision to sell current nder contract to
the mines at Collie, and a special clause gives

power to the trustees to make contracts.
The Premier knows that a contract was made
between the Government and the Perth City
Council. It was made for a long period at a
very low price, and naturally with the in-
creased cost of everything, an increased cost
of producing current has to be faced by the
Government.

The Premier: I hope the trust will be
careful of long contracts.

Hon. Sir JAMITES MITCHELL: When the
contract was mnade with the Perth City
Council I stippose coal was about one-half
of its present price.

The Minister for Railways: About that.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: In the

making of any contract under the South-
West scheme, I hope provision will be made
for variations in accordance with the price
of fuel.

Mr. Wilson: That is provided for in the
reports.

Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: But I
hope it will be provided for in the con-
tract.

Mr. Wilson: I hope so, too.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHEILL: That

point cannot he stressed too often; we have
had some experience. We are supplying
Perth at .75d. per unit, and I do not think it
is possible for the East Perth works to gen-
erate current at that price.

The Minister for Railways: No, the cost
is .9d. per unit.

Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: However,
even if the Covernment have to pay the
difference, the people are g etting the benefit
of it, and since the State is getting the in-
direct advantage, I suppose we need not
complain very cinch. In the making of con-
tracts it does not do to let the other fellow
have the big end of the stick, as the Perth
local authority have had. I do not know that
there are many clauses in the Bill that call
for lengthy discussion. Provision is made
for a sinking fund at the end of two years. I
think that is rather a short period seeing
that the State sinking fund will not begin
until the end of four years. The Premier
will find that considerable time will elapse be-
fore the works arc erected and in going
order. Particularly, will it take time to get
any return from the industries to he estab-
lished. I do not know what the amount of
the sinking fund is to be, hut I hope the
term of the exemption Usually applied to
Government loans will be the term applind
under this measure.
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The Premier: The municipalities and the
mines will be customers right away.

Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: Yes, but
it takes time to get an undertaking of this
.description going. If it were merely works
for the lighting of Bunbury or Collie -we
should not be considering the scheme. We
are hoping that, in addition to lighting those
towns, power will be taken by the mines And
by industries of various kinds.

The Minister for Railwayst It is not a
matter of hoping. There is a definite pro-
position from the mines. If they would not
take it, we would not go on with the scheme
at all.

Hon. Sir JAM1ES MITCHELL: There's
many a slip 'twixt the cup and the lip. In
discussing the matter we assume that they
will take current, but the contract has yet
to be entered into. I do not know whether
any of this money can be supplied from the
cheap migration money or whether we could
get any assistance from the British Govern-
ment under their aid-to-industries scheme. If
it is possible to get low-rate-of-interest
money, I am sure the Government will apply
it to this work,

The Minister for Lands: We cannot get
money uinder the scheme unless we get mi-
grants with it.

Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: Of course
it is necessary to bring migrants out. I do
not know whether we could get any money
under the aid-to-industries scheme if wve or-
dered the plant in England. At any rate, I
am s9ure that point will be inquired into so
that we can get an advance, itf it be avail-
able, as we did in the ease of the State ships.
The people of the South-West have discussed
the scheme in conference time and again.
The member for Collie was a member of the
committee. The people of the district arc in
no doubt about it. They want the scheme,
and now we Are giving them an opportunity
to have it if they so decide by a reference
of the question to the ratepayers of the two
centres. Bunbury is to be responsible for
£60,000 of the money, and Collie for £50,000.
I think that is a perfectly fair proportion.
On the -whole the Bill gives the districts a
very fair opportunity to start the works, if
they are not to be entirely Government
works. I do not think any proposal could be
much f airer than this, other than for the
Government to build the works. I am going
to support the Bill, and I hope the Rouse
will do so in order that the people may de-
cide for themselves whether they will accept
50 per cent, of the cost of the work, the GeV-

erment finding the other 50 per cent.,
whether they will accept the Government's
conditions as to the appointment of the trust
and whether they will accept the condition,
which rightly is included, that it should be
within the control of the Government to de-
cide regarding the extension of the scheme,
probably to Busselton, or even further afield.
I rio not know much about the cost of trans-
mitting electrical current from Perth. I sup-
pose we transmit current 30 wiles afield from
the central station. I believe the manager,
Mr. Taylor, has seen to it that the scheme
has been availed of as far as possible by all
classes of people who could possibly be
served, and for all purposes, even down to
pumping water for irrigation. I hope that
when the scheme at Collie becomes an estab-
lished fact it will he as. well managed as is
the Perth scheme, and that it will prove as
useful to the people. If that happens, much
good will accrue to the towns of Bunbury
and Collie, as well as to the districts served
by both of them. There are great possibili-
tics from the generating of electrical power
at Collie, which is the point of coal produc-
tion. Surely if cheap power is possible Any-
where, it should be at Collie. If we sell cur-
rent in Perth at .75d. after having hauled
the coal from Collie to Perth-

The Minister for Railways: It costs w,
wore than that to generate it.

Hon. Sir JAMES "MITCHELL: If we do
sell it at .75d1., and if it costs us .Od. to gen-
erate, there will be advantages accruing to
the Collie scheme that cannot be enjoyed by
the Perth scheme.

The Minister for Lands: It costs more
than that after allowing for £12,000 surplus.

Hon. Sir JAMIES MITCHELL: That is
Fremantle speaking at present.

The Minister for Lands: I have the infor-
mation before me.

Hon. Sir JAMES MI1TCHELL: Collie
will have the advantage of cheaper fuel. No
doubt fuel represents a great part of the
cost.

The Minister for Railways: Coal repre-
sents more than half the cost.

Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: The Col-
lie scheme, with its cheap coal, although a
smaller scheme, ought to succeed. I hope it
will. The Perth scheme extends to Freman-
tle. It enables Fremantle to run trains there.
I hope that it wan a good business deal that
was made with the Fremantle Tramnways.
We must get some profit somewhere. Our
scheme serves not only Fremantle but the
districts surrounding Fremantlc. The scheme
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has been put to good use. If the same Jiing
can be done with the South-West scheme,
it will prove satisfactory indeed. We take
the Perth scheme into the hills and a little
way down the coast; we supply current to
manufactories in the metropolitan area and
tight to the city. I hope that when Bunbury
gets its current from Collie that town will he
better lighted than Perth.

Honl. W. J. George: Perth is very badly
lighted at the present time.

Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: I am
afraid they are very careful with the cur-
rent in the city.

The Minister for Railways: The munici-
pality gets it cheaply enough.

Honl. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: The Pre-
miler has presented a very fair measure, and
it should receive the support of the House.
We are not saying that we shall carry out
this undertaking, but we are saying, "If you
want it done, and you are prepared to foot
the bill, the Government will do one-half."
Nothing could be fairer. I support the
second reading.

HOW. W. J. GEORGE (Murray-Welling-
ton) [4.19] : There is not the slightest doubt
that the people of both Collie and Bunbury
have had the fall details of this scheme
placed before thenm during the last few years.
The subject'has been tin the lapis for a con-
siderable time and the Bill is the result of
the work that has been carried on, and repre-
sents the hopes of thit people of that par-
ticular part of the Ste. I do not know
that much criticism can be offered because
I imagine that the Bill has been carefully
considered by those people whom it affects.
I suppose also that the conditions are ac-
ceptable to them. I (dC nut notice that any
reference is made to the percentage of th~e
sinking fund. I thought it was the usual
custom to provide for a sinking fund of 1
or 1Y2 or 2 per cent. in connection with
various undertakings %0hb which the Govern-
ment was associated. In this case we cannot
regard the Bill A., dealing with what may be
called a private (radin~g concern. It cannot
be such when the Governmient are providing
half the capital. The Government also have
been very careful to secure a majority on the
board. The Government are to have three
representatives and the Collie and Bunbury
municipalities onc each. Consequently, the
responsibility' , so far as I can see, must rest
particularly with the representatives of the
Government. That view isswipported by the

fact that if this bad been a private Bill it
would have beer introduced by a member of
this House as a private Bill. It has, how-
ever, been introduced by the Premier as a
Government Hill.

The Minister for Lands: All Bills affect-
ing local authorities are introduced by the
Government.

Honl. W. J. OIEQII: ua not opposing
the Bill because I am interested in that dis-
trict by reason of having- some property
there. I know that the feeling of the people
is that the scheme, if established, will be for
the general good. I know further that
though the hopes of tlie people may not he
completely fulfilled, eventually the scheme
will serve not only the surroundings of the
districts that are named, but will probably
be extended to Perth. The Leader of the
Opposition does not know much about the
cost of convey~ung current. The trouble is
the expense of the cable, which is pretty con-
siderable, and then the.re is also the leakage
of power in transmission. I should like to
see provision made for the percentage of a
sinking fund.

The Minister for Lands: The Municipali-
ties Act provides for the cstablishment of a
sinking fund of not less thin 2 per cent.

Hon. W. J1. G'EORGE: That seems to be
a fairly considerable amount. However, I
have no desire to throw cold w'ater on the
scheme. T believe and hope it will be a suc-
cess. It is bein -g supported by the people of
the district, not only in Bunbury and Collie,
but around those towziis, and the scheme cer-
tainly has with it the guarantee of Govern-
mnent control. With three men out of five
on the hoard, it would be out of the question
for anyone to suppose that the scheme would
not be gone into thoroughly by the Govern-
ment electrical officers. ff that is done we
may be justified in fe~iing that those gentle-
men will be as careful in their work as they
have been in the scheme they are at present
controlling. I thought it was well to let it
be clearly understood that although the
scheme is not introduced as a State trading
concern, the extent of the control by the Gov-
erment and the findinz of the capital make
the Government a partner in connection with
what is a State trading concern, without,4it
being termed a State trading concern.

NON. W. D. JOHNSON (Guildford)
[4.24]: 1 ant desirous of. agreeing with the
ambitions suggested by tUs Bill. One would
be behind the times, if' he did not recognise
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that world-wide amibition to-day was to get
cheap electric power from a central position,
a position wherein it could fe economically
generated. The desire here is to use cheap
coal plus the cheap water of Collie for the
purpose of generpting current to be conveyed
to the municipalities of Bnnbury and Collie,
and also to supply the eoai mines of the
Collie district, arid, I take it, the intervening
country between Collie and Bunhury and the
surroundings. To the Bill itself one can take
very little exception. I am more concerned as
to what is not in the Bill. The Bill sets out
that the Government shall provide 50 per
cent, of the money. 1'hat is outlined as the
amount that is to lie handed over to the trust.
It does not say that it is tine total amount,
and when members see that the Government
are contributing £110,000, that is not the
casie. Thle Government are providing at least
£11 0,000. IF we pass the Bill, the Govern-
ment may proviee morc funds if it should
lie found that mAore funds- are necessary.
That mioney will be fund on the same basis
as the original £110,000. There is nothing in
the Bill to indicate why the Government
arc providing LV 0,001'. Why are they doing
it? What are 4hey going to get? Directly,
nothing; indirectly, of course, we recognise
the advantage. Bit it hasz also to be reeog.-
nised that though the £1 10.000 is being pro-
vided by tht- Gf' "rpneot, there is nothing in
the Bill that plnces anty obligation on the
trtnst to _ratit any , o(11" uc outside the ser-
vices- to hie rendered t(. the municipalities of
Buuburyv and Oollie. It raivs that the trust
- ball erect, eong rrrt and mnaintain an electric
generating station, but it does not say the
Si~ of tine stat ion. Of what capacity is
the plant to be! XIhauJ are we going to
get for the F220,000? It ik true that
we are going to get an electric generating
dstation, hint or what copncity The onily
obli'saition S o fHIr t * i ran see is thiat
for the £110,000-050,000 to hie provided
by Collie and £60,000 by Bunbury-
the trust will he called upon to supply in
bulk all the current that is necessary for
the needs, of Bunbury and Collie. There is
therefore a direct obligation on the trust
to not only erect the station for those two
municipalities, but also to supply stillicient
current for the needs of those municipali-
ties. But the point is that there is no obli-
gation to supply more. We are providing-
£110,000, hut what we are going to Pet for
that sum is not indicated in the Bill. The
trust will have to erect sub-stations at Bun-

bury 1 nd Collie, anud they have definite dir-
ections in that respect. It is worth while
asking as to why they should supply those
two itunicipalities in bulk. Would it not
be a more economical proposition, and
would it not be bringing the activities of
the trust more up to date if they were to
function over Bunbury1 and Collie just as
they propose to function in the areas out-
side thobe two municipalities? It will be
seen that by selling in bulk it is proposed
to perpetuate, as far as those two muni-
cipalities are concerned the real trouble in
regard to the city supply.

HOn. XV. J. George: You give them power
to carry on business as suppliers of elec-
tricity.

lion. W. D, JOHNSON1 : Yes, I am just
pointing out that to the municipalities they
will deliver in bulk, and to that exteLnt we
are creating a middleman's administration.
The Municipalities of Buabury and of Collie
will buy in bulk and distribute the current.

Hon. XW. J. George: They have their
cables already.

Ron. WV. D. JOHNSON: 1 know that, but
Ithink the more economical proposition

would be f or the trust to acquire all that
is to-day usable for the distribution of cur-
rent in those two municipalities, and then
become the sole distributors of current,
without having- an additional administration
attending to the distribution. It is pro-
viled that they shall have the right to sell
or arrange contracts with the mining com-
panie-; for the supply of current But they
are not tinder any obligation to generate
the current. It is true that from a business
point of view they would of course have
.it Olcient current to supply the area:, but
under the Bill we, get no indication of their
estimate of requirements. The only obli-
gation i., that outlined in the Bill, in re-
xpei't of Bunbury aind Collie. Again, 'we
learn that the Government nre to advance
£110,000. But we nre also agreeing that
this anioint shall he tile minimium, that if
inore is required more shall be made avail-
able. That connects up with my point that
if we' are going to supply muore money we
should have some indication as to the am-
bilious, of this truist in respect of the
capacity of the plant. For, after all, they
may over-estimate, just as they may under-
estimate. The House hafs no idea what
amount of monneyv we are actually putting
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into the enterprise. And having put the
money in, we learn nothing from the Bill
as to what we are to get in return.

Hon. W. J. George: They surely must
have all that done.

Hon. W. D. JOHNSON: I expect it is
so. But this is the document that the hon.
member and I are asked to agree to.

Mr. Wilson: You have the report of the
committee.

Ron. W. D. JOHNSON: Yes, but that
has no hearing on the Bill. If it were in-
eluded in the Bill, the member for MKurray-
Wellington and I would be safe.

The Minister for Lands: You would not
expect to find the report in the Bill?

Hon. W. D. JOHNSON: Of course not,
but it is of no use saying that reports have
been prepared and submitted. I quite be-
Ilieve those reports have been provided.
However, wve cannot accept the Bill plus
the reports, for the reports will not in any
way assist us in regard to the Bill. There
aire in the Bill tu'o provisions for the re-
Ipayiment of the mnoney. One is hyr the crea-
tion of a sinkcing fund. Also the trust has
power to issue debentures for repayment.
I do not ];now -what is intended by that.
Possibly it will be for the trust to decide
whether it will establish an interest and
sinking fund. Then there is the provision
that after £150,000 has been paid into the
sinking flund crtafin profits can be distri-
buted.

The Minister for Lands: Ni). After de-
preciation has been met.

Hon. W. D. JOHNSON: WVell, after the
depreciation fund has been met, up to a
given amount profts; can be distribnted to
the two municipalities in -ratio with the
amounts they contribute. But it would
appear as if the trust is going to operate
with the ambition of selling- sufmeient cur-
rent to enable it to create a sinking fund
by which to repay the amounts advanced b 'y
the municipalities and by the Government.
There is also a claus-e giving the trust power
to issue debentures for -repayment. So there
are in the Bill two provisions by which the
money can be repaid.

The Mfinister for Lands: There is only
one. The municipalities find the money,
and the trust has to repay it.

Hon. WV. A. JOHNSON: What qhout the
£110,000 to be advanced by the Govern-
wnent?

[103]

The M1inister for Lands: That will be met
by the issue of debentures.

Hon. W. D. JOHNSON: Then the de-
bentures. will be issued, not to the Govern-
meat, but to the public, and the proceeds
of the debenture issue will be paid into the
Treasury in repayment of the £110,000.
However, no doubt the Treasurer will ex-
plain that to -us before the Bill goos
through. It does seema to me the Bill should
be miore definite as to what we are going to
obtain. The only people given definit2-
undertakings are the people of Bunbary
and of Collie. Outside of them, no definite
undertakings are given in the Bill.

The Minister for Lands: They provide
their own capital.

Hon. W. ., JOHNSON: The people Out.-
side those two municipalities provide no
capital. Bitt we are providing £110,000,
and to that extent, I take it, we represent
the people outside.

H-onl. W. J. George: We need electricity
ait Brunswick for the various factories.

lon. W. D. JOHN SON: That is so, butL
of course the hon. unentber will see my
point. For the £110,000 tlhere is a definite
liability to do certain things, 'build sub-
stations, provide sufficient current, and selE
it in bulk. Apart fromn those things there
is no obligation at all. Therefore, when
the Government nre providing £E110,000 we
are in duty bound to see that we get for
the total amount of £E220,000 a station o"
a given capacity.

lion. W. J. George: The Government
have the whip hand all the tine.

lIon. W. D. JOHNSON: In that svuse it
is undesirable that they should have. If
the Government are to have the whip hand,
they should control. Partial Government
control is the most vicious kind of contrrol
we can have. There is no possibility of
successful dual control in any matter wh~ere
somebody shares responsibility with the
Government.

lIon. W. J. Gleorge: That is -what I think
the Government had in view when deter-
mining the size of the board.

Hon. W. D. JOHN'SON: I do not think
that need -worry the hon. member. The
bigger the board, the bigger the expense,
and the more inducement for talk and the
less inducement for work. I think three
trustees would be sufficient. It is not the
number of trustees I anm concerned about.
What T ant concerned about is the power
we give this trust to use £E220,000 without
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saying more than that they shall erect,
equip and maintain an electric generating
station. I think we should have a little
more. In the Bill it should be indicated
that at least the capacity of the station
shall be of a certain standard. To that
extent the Bill. is deficient. There are one
or two other matters to be touched upon
in Committee. I should like the Bill to he
a little more definite. One cannot oppose
the Bill for what is in it, but can only ex-
press the view that there should be more
than the Bill contains. I do not want to
oppose the Bill. I -want to associate myself
with the ambition to create, not only one,
but many central power stations. I recog-
nise the wonderful adivantage oz cheap
electric power. The only way we can have
it is to centralise it in places where it can
be most economically produced. But while
we require to encourage that kind of thing
we should do it in a businesslike WaY and
so avoid bearthurnings after the scheme
has been operating a little time.

MR. WILSON (Collie) [4.40]: 1 am glad
we have got from our friend the member
for Guildford this lesson about putting
things on a business footing, and I hope he
will follow our example. I congratulate
the Government on having brought forward
the Bill. It will do good for the whole of
the South-West. It is in fulfilment of a
promise made by the Premier. It would
not be fair if I were to neglect this oppor-
tunity to thank all the engineers who have
helped us. Mr. Taylor of the Tramways
Department, and Mr. Williamson of the
Government Electricity Department havo
given us a great deal of good advice.
Everything they have done is certainly on
a business footing. The Advisory Board
was appointed by Mfr_ Scaddan. when Mini-
ister for Mines, in 1924.

Mr. J. H. Smith: They tell me he will
make his presence felt in the next Parlia-
ment.

Mr. WILSON: Well, you will Dot
be here to feel it. When Mr. Scad-
dart handed the report to the Press,
he gave it his blessing and said he
would hand it on with the best inten-
tions to incoming Ministers. He forgot to
say that the incoming M1inisters would be
the members of the present Government.
However, to-day we have more than any
verbal blessing; we have the actual reality,
and I give my blessing to the Premier, if

he will. accept it, for what he has done. The
member for Guild-ford asked how the
scheme was going to be built, The inten-
tion of the committee is to build it on the
most up-to-date lines, so that the scheme
can be brought into unity with the big
Perth scheme in the near future, should
occasion arise. Collie should be the head of
the scheme, so that the money invested
would not be wasted. That is a valnabkj
suggestion. The original scheme provided
for an outlay of £C216,650. This was based
on a conservative estimate, with a 10 per
uent. margin. TIhe money was to be obtained
at about 6 per cent. interest. I am advised
that there is a chance of mttinr- mnoh rApona

money than this from the Old Country.- I
believe the Premier's Department have re-
ceived a cable stating that the money could.
probably be obtained for three years under
the Trade Facilities Act at 14 percent. That
makes the scheme more favourable than ever.
The member for Northamn (Hon. Sir James
MKitchell) wondered if there was sufficien~t
wvater in the district for the scheme. Sound-
ings were made by the best Government ex-
perts. These proved that there was five
times more water in the Pool than would
be required for the power station in Perth.
By erecting a small -veir over the narrows
in the pool, we could obtain more than 20
times as much water as -would be needed for
the Perth power station. The -water could
he raised 8 feet. Xs Collie is more than
S feet above water ]evel, there would be no
danger of flooding- the township. It was
said that the scheme could not he a success
unless the collieries agreed to take current.
The collieries will take 60 per cent. of
the output of current. They have given
uts to understand that provided the
trust will give them current at a rea-
sonable figure, they are prepared to enter
into a contract for five years, ten years or
20 years for the whole of their requirements.
This will mean scrapping £30,000 or £40,000
worth of machinery, hut it will pay the coal
mines to do that. The estimates were framed
on the assumption that the cost to the coal
companies for current Would be 1 d. per
unit for the first five years which woulil
more than compensate the trust for its out-
lay. The trust would be wise in completing
An agreement along those lines. Provision
is; made for that. T do not think the same
misfortune will occur in Collie as occurred in
Perth, where current is being sold at lese
than it costs. to produce. It is also suggested
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1hat if the price of coal goes up, the price
jf current will advance proportionately, and
%hat if the price of coal comes down, the
price of current will fall with it. I would
point out that Collie could have its own
;cbemne to-morrow, independent of Bunbury
)r any other town. The people of Collie
will consume two-thirds of the output )f
current, but in addition to Collie and Bunt-
bury, there are 40 towns to be served by tho
wehemne within a radius of 40 miles. The
scheme can be extended by proclamation to
cover a radius of 70 or 80 miles. It is esti-
mated by the Premier that a radius of 40
miles will bring in 40 townships.

Mr. Sampson: That will make a success
of the scheme.

My. WILSON: Its success is in the hands9
of Collie and Bunbury. The calculation is
wade on the consumption by Collie and Bun-
bury. If other towns will take current, it
will improve the scheme. There are 38 other
towns, which, as consumers, will enhance the
value of the proposition. In the vicinity of
Collie there is a great quantity of coal. There
are heaps of smnalls, which have been accumu-
lating for 20 years. It is good coal, but th2,
top has been somewhat disintegrated. Below
the weathered surface the coal is as good as
the day it came out of the mine. Thousandls
of tons of this are available.

Hon. G. Taylor: It is riot under cover?
Mr. WILSON: No, but it is in good order

underneath. The advisory committee have a
letter from the company saying they will
take the current, and all that will be neces-
sary will he to see that this intention is car-
ried out. The trust will consist of five menm-
bers, the Government appointing three, and
Collie and Bunbury appointing one each. I
would suggest that the Government repre-
sentatives of the trust should be chosen front
the districts concerned. It would be diffi-
cult to direct a big operation of this sort
from the city. Therefore the Government
representatives should be country officials.
The trust will be composed of representatiyes
from Collie and Bunbury, and of the Gov-
ermnent. The Government would be -w.ll
advised to see that the people of Collie and
Bunbury are given fair representation. They
are the people who will make a success of
the venture. The trust will take good care
to see that the best advice is obtained before
the machinery is brought into the country.
Under the Trade Facilities Act the mach-
inery must come from the Old Land, where it
is as good as could be obtained anywhere.

The question is whether the plant is going to
be on the 4O-cycle phase, as in Perth, or the
50-cycle phase in general use elsewhere.
That will be decided by experts.

Mr. North: It is not decided yet?
Mr. WILSON: The Bill does not decide

that. Every big undertaking in Australia,
Great Britain and America is on the 50-cycle
phase. Here we have the 40 -cycle. The ex-
perts will determine that. The trust will see
that this matter is properly dealt with. I
suggest to the Premier that it would be wise
for the trust to get to work as soon as pos-
sible. If that is brought about, the trust will
be able to get the advice of the Eniees
Conference, wvhich will meet in Perth to.
wards the end of February for the first time
in the history of the State. The Premier
could then be approached to see whethet
the money could be obtained at 12/4 per cenL
under the Trade Facilities Act. I have
thought over the question of the appointment
of representatives for Collie and Bunbury
as being made upon the recommendation
of the town councils. Sometimes these coun-
cils are not too wise in their choice. I be-
lieve in the ratepayers having the choice
in these matters, but as the -councils ame
appointed by the ratepayers to carry out
their wishes, I can appreciate the fact that
they will have to recommend the appoint-
ments. I do not believe in giving a delibera-
tive as well as a casting vote to the chairman
of the trust. That is not democratic. I1
would not give one man two votes.

Mr. Sampson: 'What about an equality of
votes?

Mr. WILSON: Although this is provided
for in the Bill, I am opposed to it. It is
the only blot in the Bill.

Mr. Lindsay: It is only when there are
equal votes that the chairman has two votei.

Mr. WlLSON: I know of two cases in
which the vote was unduly taken advantage
of, once at Albany and another time Dt
Collie. Provision is made in the esti-
mated cost for a sinking fund. This
shows that the advisory committee went into
the whole question. The trust will be en-
abled to buy such land as is necessary for
the scheme. There will not be much trouble
in acquiring land, because the Government
possess hundreds of acres in proximity to
the site around the Minningup Pool. There
is also clay for the making of bricks, and
there is coal under the land. The scheme
will be favourably situated in that respect.
I believe the Bill will become law. It may
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contain somae small defects, but generally
speaking it is ideal for the purpose. The
municipalities of Collie and Bunbury will
subscribe the money required. So soon as
the trust is formed, the foundation of the
scheme will be laid. I trust that before the
end of next March we may have the pleasure
of seeing, some members down there, and of
showing that the scheme has been started.

MR.. WITHRS (Bunbury) [4.58]:- For
some considerable time this question has
been agitating- the minds of people in the
South-West. The people not of Bunbury or
Collie in particular, but of the South-West
in general realise that a power scheme is
essential for the well-being and prgress of
that part of the State. A committee was
appointed by the er-M1inister for Railways,
Mr. Scaddan, and it has sat and deliberated
upon the question, its pros and cons and the
best method of creating a trust, ever since
then. I think the Bill has been drafted to
a great extent upon the recommendations of
that committee. There may be some people
who do not perhaps view the position as it
is viewed by the committee. I am sorry the
Bill was not brought down earlier, seeing-
that the committee have sat almost continu-
ously for three years, have gone fully into
the matter, and have placed all the data
necessary before both the Bunbury and Col-
lie authorities. One or two clauses of the
Bill have not the wholehearted support of
the Bunbury -Municipal Council, as resolu-
tions carried at their meeting last night
show.

11r. Wilson: They know nothing about it.
Mr. WITHERS: I am not prepared to

say that. They would rather lose their amend-
menits than lose a measure of vast import-
ance to the progress of the South-West.
Bunbury and Collie have fostered this power
scheme, but it is not for Bunbury and Collie
alone, though those two towns eventually will
benefit by it considerably. There are other
centres for instance, Harvey and Donny-
brook, as mentioned by the member for Mur-
ray-Wellington-which are progressing rap-
idly, and which will require cheap power.
Cheap power will make for the progress of
the South-West.

Mr. Lindsay: Other districts will also re-
quire it.

Mr. WITHERS: But how many country
districts will be able to avail themselves of
it? I am now speaking of the districts
within the scope of the Bill. I hope similar
schemes can be made applicable to other

areas. Cheap power is absolutely essential
the success of the dairying industry in tI
South-West, for instance as regards milkis
machines. These machines can be drive
much more advantageously by eleetrici
than by jerky oil engines. Again, though v
have not many rivers in Western Australi
the South-West has many perennial stress
lets or rivulets. By the damming of these at
the use of electric current, irrigation wi
be materially simplified. A man will be ab
to irrigate his own holding by damming tl
water and having electric current to pam
it. For these reasons we of the South-We
favour the Bill, and look forward to its pai
sage. The measnre will give the peoplec
the South-West an opportunity to establis
a power scheme. If they do not take advan
age of that opportunity, it will be their ow
fault. One phase of the subject which wE
touched on by the Leader of the Oppositio
is that of the sinking fund. The period c
grace allowed in that respect is two year!
The establishment of the trust, howevei
will take nearly -18 months. During thob
18 mronths interest will have to be paid o
the money borrowed for the purposes of th
scheme, and it is hardly fair to require cor
tributions towards sinking fund during th.a
period. Two years after the establishmer
of the scheme would be a more reason alit
proposition; or a total period of three year
might he allowed before revenue has to b
applied to the establishment of a sinkin
fund. In Committee I shall endeavour t
secure an amendment on those lines. Ther
have been comments on the constitution o
the board. The Bnhury Municipal Counci
last night carried a resolution urging tha
the board should consist of one member o,
the Bunbury 'Municipal Council, one meal
her of the Collie Mfunicipal Council, ano
two members appointed by the Government
the chairman to be appointed by the muni
elipalitics of Collie and Bunhury in conjac
tion with the members of the board, an(
such chairman to he a member of the trust
Under that arrangement the Govern men,
would not have the nomination of the chair
mnan. Again, this is a matter which can hi
discussed in Committee. The election of the
representatives of Bunbury and Collie by the
municipal councils, instead of by the rate
oayers. may appear a contentious moatter
It has been suggested that at present there
may not he sufficient current used to ins.
tify the establishment of the scheme, but oflf
must take into consideration the cost ol
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current for lighting and power in the South-
WVest to-day as compared with the cost in
the metropolitan area. Really, there is no
comparison. I may mention that a young
fellow in Bunbury has established a clothes
peg factory, utilising what is generally con-
sidered a useless wood, red gum. I believe
this is one of the vecry few factories in Aus-
tralia turning out satisfactory clothes pegs.
It turns out pegs equal to any that are ima-
ported. The young man is, however, handi-
capped and hard-pressed because he has to
pay 41/td. per unit of power to run the fac-
tory. From this one illustration it can be
seen what a future the cheap power scheme
opens up for small industries in the South-
West. Even if my suggested amendments
are not carried, I am not prepared to sacri-
fice a Bill that is of the utmost importance
to the South-West.

HON. G. TAYLOR (Mt. Margaret)
[5.8]: 1 am pleased to support the hopes
and aspirations of the people of Collie and
Bunbury. I know there has been a deal of
agitation for a long time in favour of this
scheme. If current can he p~roduced as in-
dicated, there will be no doubt about the
success of the scheme. It is interesting to
see what cheap electric power has dlone for
America within the last 14 or 15 years. It
wvill be a great thing if we can accomplish
something similar in this State. The present
proposal is the first one in the history of
Western Australia for generating c.urrent
with fuel on the spot. If the same condi-
tions obtained in connection with the power
house in Perth it would mean a saving of
from C40,000 to £C50,000 annually, that
figmure representing the cost of railway trans-
port of coal for generating current in the
metropolitan area. What has happened in
America indicates that the scheme, if suc-
cessful, will mean something grander* than
is now imagined by the people of Collie and
Bunbury. I quote from the report of the
"Daily Mail" Trade Union Mission to the
United States-

New York, Thursday, March 11th. The
";Daily Mail" Trade Union Mission completed
its examination of the electric power industries
of the New York area to-day by visiting the
plant of the Brooklyn Edison Co., which sup-
plies light and power to 2,500,000 people living
in 81 square miles. From this source 11,000
industries in Brooklyn derive the entire power
for the maintenance of their mills and fac-
tories, in which nearly 1.000.000 workers are
employed.

When we see what astounding things cheap
electric power has accomplished for the
United States, we cannot doubt that we are
wise in making even a humble effort such as
that represented by the expenditure of
£200,000 to start something of the kind in
our own country. I say this notwithstand-
ing the drawbacks and pitfalls which the
member for Guildford (Hon. W. D. John-
son) sees in the Bill, not by reason of what
it contains but by reason of what he does
not find there. However, I have not u~orried
much about that. If we can generate cur-
rent cheaply, we shall be doing a great thing
for this country. I have much pleasure in
supporting the second rending of the Bill.

MR. J. H. SMITH (Nelson) [6.11]: It
is not my intention to oppose the second
reading of the Bill, but in Commtittee I shall
have to ask for a good deal of information
concerning various clauses. First of all I
want to know why Hunbury and Collie are
put forward as constituting the South-West
of the State. On that point the Premier
seems to have been led astray a little. Collie
and Bunbury do not constitute the South-
West. The whole proposal appears to be
confined to Bunbury and Collie.

Air. Wilson: No.
Mr. J. H. SMITH: Yes. The range of

Ihe scheme is to he 40 miles from Collie.
Compared with the South-West, Banbury
and Collie are only small fry. Bunbury de-
pends entirely upon the outback portions of
the South-West for its existence, and Collie
to a great extent depends upon the railway
system for its supplies. In Committee I
shall want to know from the Premier
whether he intends to confine representa-
tion on the trust to Bunbury and Collie.

Mr. Wilson: How much money are your
people putting into it?

Mr. J. H. SMITH: I am not putting any
money into it. However, the Government
propose to go further afield. The State is
to supply the money for the scheme, and
as Bunbury and Collie grow the scheme is to
he extended, but no provision is made for
additional representation. Many difficulties
are encountered in the Bill. The measure
provides that the municipalities of Bun-
bury and Collie are to elect representatives.
Is the electing to be done by the municipal
councils or by the ratepayers!

The Minister for Railways: Or by those
on the electoral rolls?
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Mr. J. HI. SUITH: No provision is made
in that respect. Possibly the intentioen is
that the mayor of Bunbury and the mayor
of Collie, or the member for Bunbury and
the member for Collie, shall elect the re-
presentatives. Surely the election should be
in the hands of the ratepayers. vwho will
eventually have to find the money required
for the scheme. I assume that the Treasurer
will not embark upon the work without first
ascertaining the rateable value of the pro-

perties in the districts concerned.
Mr. Wilson: Wbo is to appoint the repre-

sentatives?
Mr. J. II. SMIITH:I It should be done by

the people who in the end will have to pay,
the people who are asked to pledge their
securities.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: whom else could
you bring into it?

Mr. J. H. SMITH: it will be necessary
to take a census of the properties within
40 miles of Bunbury and Collie. It will
be necessary to find out full details regard-
ing the security available, before the Gov-
ernment will be able to raise the money.
It is no good saying that that will not have
to be done.

The Premier: You arc romancing.
Mr. 3. ff. SMITH: I am not. Where will

the Premier be able to borrow the money,
if that is not done?

The Minister for Railways -: You are
giving full play to your imagination.

Mr. 3. H. SMITH: Will the Government
be able to borrow the money on the strength
of the business premises in the main street
of Collie, where there may be disaster in
the future? Certainly not. The money
will be borrowed on the strength of rural
activities.

Mr. Withers: Is there not power under
the Municipal Corporations Act for the
municipalities to raise the moneys

Afx. J. H. SMITH: There is power to
raise money.

Mr. Withers: The road boards couild not
do so.

Mr. 3_ H. SMITH: The road boards will
probably be able to raise money better than
the municipalities. I contend the Premier
will have to include the road hoards within
the scope of this legislation. The Bill re-
lates to an electric power scheme. In the
South-West we can go further than that
and secure water power. I say advisedly
that this scheme will not reach much fur-

they south than Bridgetown, if it will go
that far. There are falls on the Channer-
berup-road from which power could be
secured to operate all the timber mills in
the k-arri forests and to operate the rail-
wvays there as well. That can be done by
cheap water power, which is much cheaper
than fuel power obtainable at Collie.

Xr. Withers: That is a very belated sug-
gestion!

Mr. SMTITH: It is not belated, because I
heard of it only on Saturday last. A man
told me that over a miUlion gallons was
flowing over a lO0ft. fall at the spot I men-
tioned, and that sufficient power could be
generated there to provide for the require-
ments of the whole of the south-western
part of the State. That is a matter that
should be taken into consideration. The
people of Bunbury and Collie are endeav-
ouring to take something away from us,
without making provision respecting onk-
side centres. The scheme will enable Bun-
bury and Collie to get cheap power. I
wonder at the Premier listening to such a
proposition! The Bill shows that the Gov-
ernment will be entitled to appoint three
repLvesentnLives on the trust as against one
each to be appointed by Bunbury and Collie
respectively. Who will hold the dominat-
ing influence?9 Will it be held by the Gov-
ernment, irrespective of who they may be,
or will it be the people of the South-West
through their representatives? It is not
right, and I will oppose that provision.
While the Government will supply half the
-money, they will not supply it blindfolded,
for they will hold the security. The con-
trolling influence should be on the reverse
side and should be held by the people. The
Bill should be amended so as to enable the
people of the outside areas to have a voice
in the election of their representatives, and
that right should not be confined to the
people of Collie and Bunbury. The whole
thing may be cut and dried at Bunbury to-
day. It may be intended to appoint one
gentleman on the trust, because he is a
good man and has done a lot to promote
the scheme. That may he the decision
irrespective of whether or not his appoint-
ment will be approved by the ratepayers.
The same thing may apply at Collie. In-
stead of any such power resting in the
hands of Bunbury and Collie, the rate-
payers outside those centres should have
an equal right to take part in the election
of representatives on the trust.
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Mr. Wilson: There is power to extend
the limits of the operations of the trust.

Mr. J. H. SMITH: There is nothing in
the Bill to indicate that people outside
Bunbury and Collie will have a share in
the elections. If there is power to extend
the operations of the trust, that means
that the rating powers of the trust will be
extended.

Mr. Wilson : Read the clause dealing
with this point.

Mr. J. H. SMITH: That is the one I am
referring to.

The Minister for Lands: The people out-
side will be better off, because they are
under no responsibility to pay any rate.

Mr. J.11. SMITH: Ilam surprised to hear
the Minister for Lands say that.

The Minister for Lands: It is true.
Mr. J. H. SMITH: Then I presume the

Minister suggests that there will be. taxation
without representation.

The Minister for Lands: There will be
no taxation for the people outside Bunbury
and Collie.

Mr. J. H. SMITH: The Minister has not
read the Bill!

The Minister for Lands: As those people
will not raise any money, they will not
have to accept any responsibility for pay-
ing interest or furnishing the sinking fund.

Mr. J. H. SMITH: Then upon what has
the Premier based his calculations9

The Minister for Lands: I do not want
to accuse you of not having read the Bill1,
*but I do not think you have.

Mr. J. H. SMITH: Yea, I have. How-
ever, 1 do not wish to labour the question.
I intend to support the Bill because it is
a step in the right direction. I do not want
taxation without representation. We wan
to extend operations of this description
outside Bunbury and Collie because those
two towns do not constitute the South-
West by any means. I will support the
second reading of the Bill but will have
something to say later on.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee.

Mr. Lutey in the Chair; the Premier in
charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 to S-agreed to.

Clause 4-Trust:
Mr. J. H. SMITH: The clause sets out

that there shall be a trust to be called the
South-West Electric Power Trust. That is a
misnomer. It should be called the Bunbury-
Collie trust. Those two towns do not repre-
snt the South-West. If the mne of the
trust were altered in accordance with my
suggestion, I would have no objection to
raise.

Mr. Wilson: Are you speaking for the
Forrest electorate, the Nelson electorate, and
other electorates there?

Mr. J. H. SMITH: I am speaking for the
Nelson electorate and for myself; I do not
want any gramophone to speak for me! II
will move an amendment to the effect that
the trust shall be called the Bunbury-Collie
Electric Power Trust.

The CHRAIR MAN; Order I We have al-
ready decided in Clause 3 that there shall be
a district, to be known as the South-West
electric power district. This amendment
should have been moved at an earlier stage.

Mr. 3. H. SMITH: But Clause 4 deals
specifically with the trust.

The CHAIRMAN! Order! We have al-
ready dealt with that and the hon. member
neglected to move his amendment at the pro-
per time.

Mr. J. H. SMITH: The clause definitely
states that the trust shall be called the South-
West Electric Power Trust, and I am entitled
to move for the deletion of that name.

The CHAIRMAN: If the hon. member's
amendment was agreed to, it would mean
that Clause 4 would be contradictory to
Clauses 2 and 3.

Mr. J. H. SMITH: I can deal with the
position under Clause 5.

Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: Clause 3
provides that the Governor may, by pro-
clamation, extend the boundaries of the
power district and it is only right that that
provision should be included. In the future
it may be possible to extend the operations
to Bridgetown, Pinjarra, or elsewhere in the
South-West.

Hon. G. TAYLOR: Clause 3 constitutes
the South-West Electric Power District
whereas Clause 4 constitutes the South-West
Electric Power Trust which the member for
Nelson desires should be called the Bunbury
and Collie Trust. There is nothing contra-
dictory about the hon. member's proposal.

The MNISTER FOR LANDS: Clause 5
provides that the municipalities of Bunbury
and Collie, which have to raise the money,
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shall have the representation. If the pro-
posal of the member for Nelson were given
effect to, ratepayers outside the municipali-
ties of Bumbury or Collie would bear no re-
sponsibility whatever for the funds.

Mr. J. H1. Smith: Then if a cable wore
run through to Bridgetown, the people of
Bridgetown would not be taxed.

The MINISTER FOR LALNDS; That is
so.

Mr. J. H. Smith: What bosh?
The MfIISTER FOR. LANDS: 'The peo-

pie of Bridgetown would not be responsible
for any of the f uds raised for the con-
struction of the works.

Mr. J. H. Smith: Not until a cable was
run to Bridgetown?

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: Not then.
If they took the current in bulk, they would
have to borrow money to reticulate the cur-
rent ini their own district. If the works
proved a failure-I do not think they will-
the people of Bridgetown would not have to
pay one sixpence towards their cost. Surely
a trust operating over an area of 40 miles
or more should be called the South-West
Trust! If any loss occurred Bunbury and
Collie would have to tax their ratepayers to
meet it.

Mr. North: The people of Bridgetown
would be on a good wicket.

The MINISTER FOR LANDS:. On a
better wicket than the people of Bunhury or
Collie. It would depend on the shrewdness
of the Bridgetown people in making- a con-
tract for the supply of current.

Clause Put and passed.
Clause 5-Constitution of Trust:

Mr. J. H. SMITH: floes the Minister for
Lands infer that the Bunbury 4or ollie
road boards would be under no liability.

The Minister for Lands: That is so.
The Premier: Have you not read the BillI
Mr. J. Ef. SMITH: Then are the Govern-

mnent justified in spending £220,000 for the
municipalities of Collie and Bunbury'? Is
there any security for the money?

The Mlinidter for Works. The security
would be the works.

Mr. 3. H. SMITH: Those municipalities
would hare to depend on the suppedt of out-
side districts. No financial institution would
advance Bunhury and Collie £110,000 to es-
tablish a power scheme. Is the Premier,
by introducing this Bill, pandering to two
pnlitical supporters, the mnembers for Collie
and Bunbury? Is lie lending his name to a
schieme involving an exp~nditnire of £220,000

that does not extend beyond the municipali-
ties of Bunbury and Colliel I was led to be-
lieve that the scheme was to benefit the whole
of the South-West. The Minister for Lands
cannot indicate any service such as water
mains, etc., for which consumers within a
certain radius are not charged. If this meas-
ure in for the aggrandisement of Collie and
Bunbury-

The Premier: The hoa, member is out of
order.

The CHLAIRMAN: The hon. member must
not impute motives.

Mr. J. H. SMITH: I do not wishto do
so, but I object to the South-West being de-
scribed as Collie and Bunbury.

Mr. Withers: I move an amendment--

That in line four of Subelause (1) the Word
three " be struck -out, and the word " two"

inserted in lieu, and that alter " IGovernor"
the following words 1 e added:-"and a chair-
man to be appointed by the municipalities of
Buabury 'and Collie in conjunction with the
four members of the board, the chairman to be
a member of the trust."

The PREMIER: I hope the hon. member
will not press his amendment. His proposal
is out of the question; it would make con-
fusion worse confounded.

Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: Under
this clause the Government will appoint
three representatives to the trust and the
people concerned will appoint two. The
Government are putting in one-half the
money and are really on the ground floor.
The Government should not need three
members out of the five, and then require
to appoint the chairman. It does not leave
the others much say. The trust will bare
mighty little to do. except to approve of
extensions andi expenditure, and also watch
the interests of the consumers.

The Premier: The samte as any other trust
would do.

Ron. Sir JAMES MTITCHELL: There will
have to be a manager as capable as Mr.
Taylor or Mr. C'rocker, or Mr. Williamson
Su1ch men are not always availahle. Whut
the floverunment could do would be to allow
the trust to appoint their own chairman.

The rremier: There is nothing wrong-
with the Government appointing a chairman,
tiny more than appointing the other maein-
ther; of the trust. The Government have -is
inurli responsibility an thle members of the
trus.

Hon. W. fl. Joh~nson: They hare £110,000
in the schiene.
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The Premier: They have enough interest
in it to entitle them to appoint the chairman.

Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: It does
not seem right that the Government shou'd
appoint the chairman; he should be ap-
pointed by the trust unless he should havv
some qualification that 'we know nothiug
about.

The CHAIRMLAN: We are getting away
from the amendment which is to strike out
"three" and insert "1two."

Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: It is_ 0)
use striking out "three" unless we know
what we are going to gain by doing so.

Amendment puit and neg-atived.

Clauses G to 12-agreed to.

Clause 13-The municipalities may raise
£110,009 and advance the samne in exchange
for trust's debentures:

Mr. LINDSAY: I would like to be sure
that the municipalities will be able to raise
this monby. Sixty thousand pounds seems
a large sum for a municipality like Bunbury
to raise.

The Premier: Read the proviso.
Mr. LINDSAY: The proviso then has

been inse-ted to override the Municipal Cor-
porations Act.

The Premier: Yes,
Mr. LATHAM: I move an amnendmtent-
That in the second proviso ''two" be struck

out, and ''four'' inserted in lieu.

I consider that payment to the sinking fund
should not be made until the expiration
of four years, particularly in new districts
where they cannot get the full advantage of
the power for some time. Seeing that muni-
cipalities may find themselves in difficulties
at first, we should give them four years in-
stead of two before asking them to providle
a sinking fund.

Tile PREMIER: I see no reason why pav-
ment to the sinking fuand should not com-
mence in two years.

Mr. Lathea:. Will they he in a position
to pay it?

The PREMIER:- The work should be a
going concern in 12 months, and they should
be a paying proposition at the end of two)
years. It surely will not take them four
years to get going.

Mr. SAKiPSON: Another aspect is that
the current will not be fully utilised immed-
iately. The necessary extensions will take
more than two years. Then companies will
require to be floated in order that the see-

ondary industries made possible by cheap
power may be launched.

The Premier: The mines will require G6
per cent, of the total output straight way.

. SAMPSON: But I was thinking of
Bunbury. The current will not be fully
utilised until the new companies are floatep,
and in the meantime the municipality may
he rated. I will support the amendment.

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: It is t'a.,
power house that will pay interest and sink-
ing, fund. So long as the enterpr-ise sup-
ports itself, there will be no charge on the
rate payers. The lion, member, in thinking
that Bunbury will be rated because not all
the current mayv he taken up immediately, ;s,
entirely at sea. The scheme will not be re-
lying on Bunbury atone.

Hon, Sir JAMES MITCHELL: Of course
the scheme -will find interest and sinking
fund, and there will be no rating of pro-
perty.

The Minister for Lands: At Fremantle
ince the local scheme started we have paid
only one 3d. rate,

Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: Still two
years is a very short time in which to get
the business going. If the trust get the pro-
posed agreement, I suppose the earnings at
the end of a couple of years will be suffi dent
to pay sinking fund, but there is nothing in
the Hill to show that.

The Minister for Lands: The Bill is based
on that.

Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: We
ought not to expect any municipality to
pay sinking fund on this money, since the
Government themselves do not pay it.

The Premier: The scheme will Pay it.
Hon, Sir JAMES MITCHELL: But not

in the first two years.
Mr. SAMPSON: The Minister for Lands

suggests that. no ,nattar what current is used
in Bunbury, the revenue of the municipality
wvili not be affected. Surely the cost of in-
stalling cables and eqnipment will have some
bearing on it! -Sinkine fand will still have
to be paid by the two municipalities, and the
burden will he the greater in the early stages
in proportion to the extent the current is
made available to the surrouningi districts.

Mr. LATHAIT: Macihiner-y will have to
he bught cur the, wviring done. I doubt if

it is possible to rarry out all this within two
years. The period withoutt sinking fund
ought not to be leis than four years. If
sinking, fund has to be paid at the end of
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two years it will be paid, not out of profits,
but out of capital.

Amendment put and negatived.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 14-agrccd to.

Clause 15--Additional capital:

Hon. W. D. J1OHNSON -Will the Premier
indicate to what liability we pledge ourselves
under this clause? Clause 14 gives the
amount as £C110,000, but this clause says that
further amounts fmay be subscribed.

The Premier: It is only in event of the
works costing more ti~an estimated.

Hon. W. D. JOHNSON: Yes, but is it
possible to give uts ain indication as to what
the full amount is lik~elyA to lie?

The PR EMI ER : The estrmute of the com-
mittee is £C220,000. But if we fix that amount
definitely, withoul any elasticity, and the
work costs more, we shall not he able to
meet the situation. Hence Clause 15. Should
the work east more than is estimated, the
Government will find an additional amount
in the proportion of fity-fifty, as at p~resent.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: Did they state what
the percentage of the probable extra cost
would be?

The PREMI1ER: No. They do not expect
that the works will cost more than £220,000.
The clause was inserted nmerely to cover the
risk of an under estimate.

Hon. W. J. GEORGE: I know that these
estimates have been very carefully made.
Still, circumstances may arise that will in-
crease the cost. The scheme is not designed
to exceed a capital cost of £220,000. Bun-
bury and Collie are desirous of having an
efficient but economical scheme. They do
not desire that the scheme shall be larger
than is necessary. Still it is wise to have
the clause here in the event of something
unforeseen causing the estimate to be ex-
ceeded.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 16-agreed to.

Clause 17-Powers of trust:

Mr. J. H. SMITH: This is a very dan-
gerous clause. Under it the trust may carry
on the business of suppliers of electricity
within a radius of 40 miles of Collie.

The Premier: That will not reach Bridge-
town.

Mr. J. H. SMWITH: It will go very near
it.

Sitting suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 p.m.

Hon. W. D. JOHNSON: 'Under Subelause
1 the trust may erect and maintain an elec-
tric power station. The anticipated expendi-
ture is £220,000, hut we do not know what
the production of the station will be. Did.
the committee come to any conclusion as to
the capacity of the plant, or as to the kind
of plant to be installed?

The PREMIER: It could not be stated
in the Bill what the capacity of the plant
is to be. The only information I have on the
subject is contained in the report of the
committee. It is proposed to erect a power
house at an estimated cost of £220,000. The
committee, consisting of Messrs. W. H. Tay-
lor, Williamson (the Government Electrical
Engineer), A. Wilson and three others,
closely examined the question and estimated
that this plant would he suffihient to meet all
the requirements of the district within 41
miles of Collie, and further than that if
necessary. Two members of that committee
possess technical knowledge qualifying them
to frame ain estimate as to what would he
required.

Hon. Sir Janie 3itchiell: It is proposed
to supply Collie, Bunhuiry and the mines?

The PREMIER: Yes, and the possibili-
ties of industries being established were also
considered. The Bill ig hased on the draft
of that which wvns left on the file by the
committee.

Mr. ANGELO: Could the Premier say
whether there is any margin between the
estimated cost and the £220,000 asked fort!
When I visited the 2Iorwell scheme some
little time ago I was informed that the esti-
mated cost was £3,000,000, but while I was
there already £5,000.000 had been spent
withoat the scheme bein~g completed.

Mr. WILSON: The committee estimated
the cost at E216,650. It said that a plant
could be erected for that money to give doule
the amount of current that is now consumed
in the locality to be served. On the present
consumption the number of kilowatt hours is
4,087,422, but it is estimated that the plant
would provide for a consumption equal to
8,000,000 kilowatt hours. Plans were sent
out to the committee from Parsons and other
English firms. An allowance was made for
interest at 6 per cent., and a 10 per cent.
margin for losses.

Mr. WITHERS: The clause does not state
where the central offices of the trust shall
be.

The Premier: The trust will decide that.
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Mr. WITHERS: If the Government ap-
point three nominees, the central office may
be situated in Perth to the detriment of the
scheme.

The Premier: We should not argue about
where the offices will be. The Bill should not
enter into details like that.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 18-Application of Public Works
Act and Electric Lighting Act:-

Mr. J. H. SMITH: If the trust is to be
deemed a local authority within the meaning
of the Acts mentioned in the marginal note,
it will have all the powers conveyed by those
Acts.

The Premier: It is necessary that it should
be so.

Mr. J. H. SMITH: The Minister for
Lands said the trust would not have these
powers. It will have power to tax people
who will have no representation upon it.

The Premier: The clause has nothing to
do with taxation.

Mr. J. H. SMITH: We are hound to get
it. We shall come under those Acts.

The Premier: You should come under the
axe.

Mr. J. H. SMITH: I want to be assured
that the trust will not have these extensive
powers of taxation. I am highly susceptible
as to the trust, and the clause seems to me
most dangerous. Collie and Bunbury do net
constitute the South-West.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 19-agreed to.

Clause 20-Supply of current to mines:

Ron. W. D. JOHNSON: Under Clause
17, Subelause 4, the trust are given full.
power to carry on business as suppliers of
electricity. Under Clause 19 special pyrovi-
sion is made that the supply shall be in bulk
to the municipalities of Collie and Bunbury.
Clause 17 provides that the trust may con-
tract to supply coal mining companies. Why
is that special provision inserted? It seems
superfluous.

Mr. Wilson: The scheme could not go on
without it.

Hon. W. D. JOHNSON: That is no reply.
The Bill does not say that mining companies
shall take 'their current or power from the
trust.

Hon. Sir James Mitchell: Does it not
mean that they cannot make any other con-
tractst

Hon. W. D. JOHNSON: No. Why should
special contracts be made? Clause 17 gives
the trust the widest of powers as suppliers
of electricity. Clause 19 makes special pro-
vision for the rights of Bunbury and Collie,
which are to buy in bulk and evidently are
to be distributors within their municipal
boundaries. I fail to see the need for Clause
20. It provides what the trust shall do for
the mining companies. There will be other
consumers outside the municipalities and out-
side the mining companies. There will be
timber mills and other commercial activities.
Electric power, it is expected, will be needed
for irrigation purposes and so on. The trust
have the right to supply current within a
radius of 40 miles of the two municipalities.
The purpose for -which the clause is inserted
is not indicated by the other parts of the
Bill.

The PREMIER: It does seem that Sub-
clause 4 of Clause 17 gives all the powers
required by the trust to supply electricity.
The only reason for Clause 20 mentioning
the mining companies especially is that it
has been understood by the residents of Col-
lie that the mining companies, having to
scrap their existing plants, are to be per-
mnitted to enter into contracts for a term of
12 years.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: As an inducement
to scrap existing plant?

The PREMIER: Yes. The plants are
variously estimated as being worth from
£C20,000 to £30,000. The foundation of the
whole scheme is that the mining companies
shall come in, without which the scheme can-
not eventuate. I do not know that all the
powers required by the trust are not con-
tained in Clause 17 without Clause 20. The
mining companies were mentioned in the
draf t scheme prepared by the committee, and
possibly this has led the draftsman to include
Clause 20. Whether it would be wise for
the trulst to make agreements for extended
periods is a question. One cannot see ahead.
Many unforeseen circumstances may arise to
make a contract undesirable.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: Possibly some of the
mining companies encroach on the i-niii-
palities- There may be some reason for the
clause from that aspect.

The PREMIER: Possibly. I fail to see
that Clause 20 gives the trust any more
power than they will possess in Clause 17.

Hon. W. J. GEORGE: There is no secret
about the special mention of the colleries.
Unless the collieries are prepared to enter
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into contracts to take their requirements of
electricity from the trust the scheme cannot
eventuate. The requirements of the muni-
cipalities of Collie and Bunbury are not in
themselves sufficient to justify the scheme.
I do not know that the mining companies
have signed an agreement, but they have
given their word to take their current from
the scheme. To meet the objection of the
member for Guildford such words as these
mnight be added to the clause, "and to such
other users of electric current outside the
two muiciipalitics indicated in Clause 19."
The right to supply current operates only
within the municipal boundaries, There
the trust must be in a position to suipply
current not only to the collieries. hut to nyv
other person or firm requiring it.

The Minister for Lands: The trust have
that right within 40 miles of the mutni-
cipalities.

lion. W. J. GEORGE: Yes. The member
for Guildford seems to think that the clause
gives the mining companies something that
other people are not entitled to get. For
that reason T sugest tHie amendment. I
agree that Subelou~se 4 of Clause 17 gives the
trust all the powers recpuret.

Clause put and passed.

Clauses 21 to 24-agreed to.

Clause 25--Saving:

Ron. AV. D. JOH1NS ONs: This clause
shudnot he included. By it we at-c an-

ticipating the duiplication of public expendi-
ture. The State is contribuiting an amount
of money for the parr-ope of establishing- n
central generating station, and -we invite the
Commissioner of Railways also to erect in
smech area n alditional generating station
for railway purposes. That is not desir-
able. Tf we support o Crrntral station to the
extent of half the expenditure needed, wVe
say, "Tlhs cccl ralisrxd product ion is being
adopted because it is the io4t economical
method, and our Railway Department shall
have the right of obtain ig its requirements
-it the minium of cc-it."' Seeing that the
Government are contributing1 at least
4:110,600 to the cost of ilhr scheme the Rail-
way flepartnwnt should hauve the right to
come in uinder a -special elause, but to say
that the Railway Department shiall. or may
keep out of the scheme is altogether wrona.
From the 'Treasurer's point of view the
Aainut is not satisfactryv It enales 'A.
Government departmenlt to ask for money tt"

establish another Power -eheme in the same
area.

Hon. G. Taylor; The clause only gives
the Commissioner of Rlailways power to do
certain things if he so desires.

Hon. W. D. JOHNSON: A monopoly is
being- given over a defined area. The
clause extends time obligations of the trust.
The trust will be under an obligation, eve',
apart fronm thle clause, to provide for the.
requtiremnents of the rail-ways. If a elauso
is to be inserted, it should be to require the
trust to supply the railways at a minimumj
eist. As it i,.,, this is merely an invritationt
to treat(- two power stations or more in the
area to which the Bill will apply.

Mr. LAMLBERT: I take it the clause is
merely to safeguard the powers of tb's!
Commissioner of Railways kshould it 'be
decided at some future date to electrify the
railways.

Hon. W. 1). Johnson: But it is for the
erection of a generating plant.

Mr. LAMBERT: Of course, that would
be necessary. A power station might be
erected at a point adjacent to the Collie
mines where electricity might be generated
to develop power over a radius of 200 miles
or more.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: Would you have
two power stations close together?

Mr. LAMBERT: The Dower station to
be erected by the trust will be a small
affair in comparison with one for the pur-
poses of a comprehensive electrification of
the railway system.

Hon. W. 3. George:- Butt the trust will have
a monopoly of the water at Collie and with-
out that, the Railway Department could not
erect a power station.

Hon. Sir James Mitchell: That is the
point.

Mr. LA-MBERT: At any rate, I do not
see anything wrong with the clause,

The PREMIER: This is merely a safe-
guarding clause. I cannot imagine the
possibility of any Treasurer allowing the
Railway Department to establish a power
house at Collie, if there already exists
there a power house in which public funds
have been invested. The clause merely
takes the long view of the possibility of the
whole of the south-western railway system
being electrified by means of a huge power
house erected at Collie to supply the re-
quirements of the railwayjs only. The use
of electricity is progres!sing so rapidly that
it is quite possible that the whole of our
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railways will be electrified, and it is froin
that standpoint that the clause has been
inserted.

Clause put and passed.

Preamble, Title--agreed to.

Bill reported without amendment and
the report adopted.

Read a third time and transmitted to the
Council.

BILLr-METROPOLITAN MARKET.

Council's Amendments.

Mlessage fromn the Council received ani
read notifying that it had arced to the
Metropolitan Market Bill subject to a
schedule of amendments.

BILL-WAR RELIEF FUNDS.

Returned from the Council with amend-
ments.

BILL-LEGAL PRACTITIONERS ACT
AMENDMENT.

Council's Amendments.

Schedule of four amendments made by

the Co,,neil now considered.

7n Committee.

Mir. Lutey in the Chair; Mr. Davy in
charge of thie Hill.

No. 1. Clause I.-Add at the end the
words "and shall come into operation on
a day to be fixed by proclamation."

Mir. DAVY: I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.

It is necessary for the legislation to come
into operation on a date to be fixed by
proclamation, because it will take some
time for the necessary machinery to he
established to enable the measure to oper-
ate. Before the machinery is ready, it
would be inadvisable for the Bill to be op-
erative.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

No. 2. Clause 2.-Delete "Certified" ill
line three and insert "Certificated."'

Air. DAVY: I move-
Tha~t the amendment be ared to.

This is merely a verbal alteration. The
word "certified'' appeared where "certifi-
cated" should have been included.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

No. S. Clause 5.-Delete al1 the words
after "to" in line six down to and inclusive
of the word "themselves" in line eight and
insert in lieu thereof the words ''persons
who are domiciled in Western Australia,
but who at the time of the coming into op-
eration of this Act, or within one year
thereafter, may be temporarily absent from
Western Australia, and who shall be en-
tered. "

Mfr. DAVY: I move-
That the amendment be agreed to.

Wh~len the Bill was considered in Commit-
tee here we hurriedly framed an ameand-
ment to meet the case of young men who
might already have been pursuing studies
at inns Of Court. At the time I promised
the Minister for Justice that I would look
into the amendment to ascertain if it was
adequate, It was not adequate, and the
amendment made by the Council is aimed
to replace that amendment.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment ag'reed to.

No. 4. Clause 6.-Insert at the end of
Subelause (1) the words ''or Ireland."

3Mr. DAVY: I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.

The amendment is consequential.

Question put and passed; the Council'i
amendment agreed to.

Resolutions reported, the report adopted
and a message transmitted to the Council
accordingly.

BILL-TIMBER INDUSTRY REGULA-
TION.

Council's Amendments.

Schedule of 43 amendments made by the
Council now considered.
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In Committee.

M.Lutey in the Chair; Minister for
Works in charge of the Bill.

No. 1. Clause 2.-Interpretation of
"Bush landing'': Insert after "place" th--
words "used in connection with a timber
holding."

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
effect of the amendment would be to ex-
tend the definition of a bush landing be-
yond a timber holding to a lot of the
stations along the main trunk line where
timber is loaded. I move-

That the amendment be amended by striking
out the wdrds "used in connection with" and
inserting "on"I in lieu.

Hoa. G. Taylor: Is there any necessity f or
the amendment?

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I do not
think there is, hut my proposal will make
it clear.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment, as am ended, agreed to.

No. 2. Clause 2.-Interpretation of
"Bush landing": Delete the words "or
hewn sleepers are."y

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: It is a
fact that sleepers are loaded anywhere
along the track, and at spots other than
bush landings. I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

No. 3. Clause 2.-Initerpretation of
"manager": Delete the words "or foreman"
in line three.

The AINISI'ER FOR WORKS: This
amendment does not count for mur'h. I
move-

That the amendment be agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Concil's
amendment agreed to.

No. 4. Clause 4.--Delete all words after
"~such," in line one down to end of clause,
and insert in lieu thereof the words "per-
son as the Minister may from time to time
appoint, and shall act in such districts,
portions of districts, as the Minister may
from time to time direct."

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: It ii
hard to understand what is behind the amend-
ment, because it does not alter the situation
v'ery much. The clause provided that the

inspectors should be under the control of the
controlling- officer, and my idea was that the
Chief Inspector of Factories should be the
controllingF officer. The amendment provides
that the inspector shall be under a person
that the Minister may from time to time ap-
point.

Hon. W. 5. George: That might be some-
one outside the public service. It would be
better to have someone in the service.

The -MINISTER FOR WORKS: That is
so. I move--

That the amendment be amended by insert-
ing after "Cappoint'" the words "'hereinafter
referred to as the controlling officer."

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment, as amended, arced to.

No. 5. Clause 5-insert at the end of
paragraphi (a) the words "-and that he has
passed an examination prescribed or ap-
proved by the MHinister in accordance with
the regulations":

The M1INISTER FOR WORKS: It was
the intention of the Government to carry
out this idea as we have done in connection
with the appointment of inspectors of fnc-
tories. I have no objection to its inclusion in
the Bill. I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
aimenidmniit agreed to.

N.\o. fl. Clause 5.-Insert after "know-
ledge," in line five of paragraph (b), the
word,, "as the MXinister may from time to
time direct."

The MIN'ISTER FOR WORKS: This
amiendnment is not of much importance. The
Minister would have to direct even if it
were not stipulated in the Bill. I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.

Question put amd passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

No. 7. Clause 5.-Delete the words 'as
workers," in line three of paragraph (c),
and insert after "practical," in line six, the
words -"bush and mnill.")

The 'MINISTER FOR WORKS: This
amiendtnt would permit of everyone on a
hush holding having a vote in the appoint-
ment of a workmen's inspector, and would
bring the measure into line with the Mlines.
Regulation Act. The management would ro-
present about three votes at each mill and
could 'not outweigh the workers. The second
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portion of the amendment requires an an-
spector to have experience of bush and mill.
That would naturally follow. I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.
Question put and passed; the Council's

amendment agreed to.

No. 8. Clause 6.-Insert after "powers,"
in line three, the words "and the number :, 0
days to be given by them to the duties ,af
their offices":

The MNINISTER FOR WORKS: It
would be impossible to set out the number
of days to be given by workmen's inspectors
to the duties of their office. I move-

That the amendment be not agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment Dot agreed to.

Noa. 0. Clause 7, Subclause 2 .- Insert at,
the end the words "for any cause which the
Minister may in his discretion deem suffi-
cient":

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I sup-
pose that the dear old gentlemen in another
place must have a say somewhere and that
we should do something to encourage ther,..
I move--

That the amendment be agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

No. 10. Clause 8, Subelause 1.-Delete
paragraph (d) :

The 2ImNISTER FOR WORKS: When
the Bill was before us it was urged that if
an inspector was making an examination he
should be able to compel one of the officers
to accompany him so that he might point
out what had to he done.

Hon. W. J1. George: So he should.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: An-

other place takes the view that the subelanse
might give the inspector power to order ztu
officer to come to Perth to interview him.

Hon. G. Taylor: That is not the desire.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: No. I
move-

That the amendment be amended by inserting
the following:-" (d) For the purpose of such
examination or inquiry to require any person
to answer any relevant qusin

That is similar to the provision in the Fac-
tories and Shops Act.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment, as amended, agreed to.

No. 11. Clause 8, Subclause 1-Delete the
words "with the authority of the controlling
officer" in line one of paragraph (e).

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: This
amendment will be consequential. It is pro-
posed to strike out all reference to con-
trolling officer. I move-

That the amendment be not agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment not agreed to.

No. 12. Clause 8, Subelause 2-Insert at
the end the words "and may, whene a dis-
trict inspector is not available, or 'with the
authority of the district inspector, obtain
written statements from witnesses, appear at
inquiries held respecting accidents in the
timber industry, appear at inquests, call and
examine witnesses and cross-examine wit-
nesses."

The MINISTER FOR WORKS : I
move-

That the amendment be not agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment not agreed to.

No. 13. Clause 10, Subelause 2-Insert
after ''of the" in line 2, the word "ac-
credited."

The MI1NISTER FOR WORKS: There
are four amendments to this suhelanse and
they really aim at providing that the repre-
sentative should hea an accredited representa-
tive of an industrial union whose members
are in the timber industry, and that his cre-
dentials must be in writing. If this amend-
ment is agreed to the argument will range
around the point as to what is the definition
of an accredited representative.

Hon. G. Taylor: A, member of a union
with a certificate of authority from the
union.

The 'MINISTER FOR WORKS: That
may be the hon. member's definition, but- if
someone went to the manai'c -ment with a
letter from the secretary it might be held
that that would not be sufficienit, that what
was required "was someone appointed by a
mass meeting- of the union. We must have
a definition of "accredited" in the Bill. I
propoge to accept this amendment and the
three succeeding amendments and afterwards
I will move to insert a definition of "ac-
credited." I move-

'That the amendment be agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.
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No. 14. Clause 10, Sulbelause 2-Delete
"the," in line three, and insert "any indus-
trial union of."

N o. 15. Claute 10, Subelause 2-nsert
after "ernplo 'vcdf in line three, the words
"in the timber industry."

No. 16. Clause 10, Subelause 2-Insert
after "authorised," in line four, the words
'in writing ."

On motions by the Minister for Works,
the foregoing amndnments were agreed to.

lion. C. Taylor: Will the Minister indi-
cate what the definition of "accredited" will
be?

The MINISTER FORl WORKS: I think
I had better move the amendment at thii
stag-e. I move-

That the following definition of ''accredited''
ho added to Clause 2: "' 'accredited representa-
tive' means the president or vie-president or
secretary of the industrial union or any mein
ber thereof acting with the authority in writing
of the secretary or president.'

Question putl and passed.

No. 17. Clause 13, Subclause 1-Delete
the words "and to the controlling officer."

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: This
clause deals with the notice to be given by
the management of an accident that has hap-
pened. The first part strikes out the proviso
that notice shall he sent in writing to the
district inspector and to the controll1ing
officer. It provides that the notice shall only
go to the district inspector. He may be
away out in the bush where a mnail would
ilot reach him for weeks. There would, how-
ever, be no doubt about finding the chief
inspector. I move-

That the amendment be not agreed to.

Question pilt and passed; the Council's
amendment not agreed to.

No. 18. Clause 13, Subelause 1-Delete
the words '"or incapacitates any person from
work for more than SM4 hours" and insert in
lieu thereof the words "or causes serious
bodily' injury,"

The MrINISTER FOR WORKS: This
deals with notice in cases of accident. The
Bill provided that "where any person was
inc-apacitated from work for more than 24
hours." The amendment proposes to strike
that out and insert "or causes serious bodily
injury." Apart from the vaf-ueness of that
phrase it is most desirable for statistical
p~urposes that there should be a record of

all accidents. All the mills nowv keep records
of accidents and in every country in the
world this is done. I move-

That the amendment be not agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment not agreed to.

No. 19. Clause 13, Subelause 2-Insert
after "death" in paragraph (a) the words
" or accident causing serious bodily injury."

Thle IINISTER FOB WORKS: In the
case of death notice is sent forthwith and the
amendment proposes that in the case of
serious bodily injury also notice shall be sent
forthwith. "Serious bodily injury" is dealt
with in paragraph (b). I move--

That the amendment be not agreed to,

Question liut and passed; the Council's
amendment not agreed to.

No. 20. Clause. 18. Subelause 2-Delete
paragraph (b).

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
idea is not to send in these notices; that is
what is behind the proposal. We want the
information and Parliament itself would
find it most useful, I move--

That the amendment be not agreed to,

Question pitt and passed; the Council's
amendment not agreed to.

No. 21. Clause 14, Subelause 1, Delete
the words "the controlling officer" in lines 2
and 3 and insert "The Mfinister."

On Motion byv the Minister for Works the
Council's% amendment was consequentially
agreed to.

No. 22. Clause 14, Subclause 1, Delete
"Officer in control and the."

Onl motion by the Minister for Works th
Council's amendment was not agreed to.

No. 23, Clause 14, Subelause 1,-Delete
"industrial" and insert "police or resident"
in line seven,

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: In sev-
eral places in the Bill it is provided that
in these inquiries an industrial magistrate
shall preside. Hon. members know that an
industrial magistrate must he a police or
local court nmagistrate. The idea was to get
an industrial magistrate to spcaieiqn
dustrial work so as to become familiar with
it and instead of having half a dozen to deal
with these matters there would he one in-
dustrial magistrate for the South-West and
he would take all these eases, and so become
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fully acquatinted with the industry and be
more likely to give sound judgments. That
is a provision in the Arbitration Act. There
is everything to be said in favour of the
proposal. I move-

That the amendment be not agreed tb.

Mr. LATHAM: D~o I understand it is

possible there will be in the timber districts
magistrates who wiill not he industrial miagis-
trates?

The Minister for Works: Plenty of them.
Mr. LATHIAM: But thee arec only two or

three magistrates in the timber areas now.
The Minister for Works: No, four or fiv..
Mr. LATHAMI: It does not seem at all

likely' that any magistrate taking cases there
will not be ain induistrial magistrate.

The iMinister for Works: What about the
Bunbury nman?

Mr. LATHA2[: Ie certainly ought to be
an industrial magistrate. However, I do
not know of any- grave reason for disngr,,e-
jug with the M1iinister's point of view on this
occasion.

M,%r. J. 11. SMITH: The Council's amend-
ment is very necessary. The Minister wishes
to create a new position. If an industrial
magistrate must first be a police or resident
magistrate, wvhy should we not agree to the
Council's amendment?

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment not agreed to.

No. 24. Clause 15.-Insert after "any"
in line one the wvord "fatal." Insert after
"accident" in line one, the words, "or acci-
(lent causing serious bodily injury."

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: This
deals with the necessity for not interferijg
with the place of the accident without per-
mission. Originally provision was made fir
maintaining the place undisturbed after any
accident, but the Council proposes to restrict
it to fatal accidents or accidents causing
serious bodily injury. That might be all
right if we had a definition of "serious bodily
injury," as in the Mines Regulation Act
and the Factories and Shops Act. There
it means an accident resulting in 14 days'
absence from work.

11r. Latham: That could not operate here,
because we should not know that a, man was
going to be 14 days off work.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: We 0~
agree that when there is a serious accident
the place should be inspected before it isq
interfered with. However, if the aeeidet.t

is merely a slight one it should not be neces-
sary to hang up the work until the inq~iiry
is held. So I propose to accept this amend-
ment, conditionally on a definition of "Ser-
ious bodily injury" being included in the
interpretation clause, the definition to be,
"1serious bodily injury means such bodily
injury as is likely to result in the injured
person being disabled from following is
ordinary occupantion and earning- his usual
rate of remuneration for two weeks or more."
It will have to be left to the judgment of
the magistrate to say whether- or not the
p~lace may be interfered with.

Hon. W. J1. George: Who is going to judge
at the time of the accident whether the victim
is likely' to be away for a fortnight.

The rn[NISTER FOR WORKS: The
magistrate will have to decide it in instances
where the immediate resumption of work
is urgently necessary, as prescribed in the
clause. It does not mecan that the magistrate
will have to be at the place. He can direct
someone on the spot to make an inspection,
put the result in the record book, and notify
him. Then the magistrate, by telegraph,
can, if he so decides, give permission for the
resumption of work. I move-

That the amendment be agreed to condition-
ally on the definition of "serious bodily in-
jury'' being accepted.

The CHAIRMAN: Then let it be under-
stood that the motion, if agreed to, will be
arced to subject to the definition. If we
agree to this, the definition will become
consequential.

Hon. Sir James Mitchell: The Committee
mst have an opportunity to consider it.

The CHAIRMAN : The opportunity is
here, now; if the motion be agreed to, the
definition will become consequential.

Hon. Sir James Mitchell: No, no.
Hon. w. J. GEORGE: The Council's

amendment is all that is needed. If
we define "serious bodily injury," some-
body Faust be prepared to say that
the victim of the accident is so in-
jured that he will not he able to work
again for a fortnight. if anyone were seri-
ously hurt there would he no more work
done on the mill that day, but work would
he resumed next day. Of course, if anyone
were killed work would be indefinitely
stopped. I do not see how the Minister is
to satisfactorily define ''serious bodily
injury" for the purposes of this amendf-
ment. As to the magistrate giving psi-mis-
sion in writing for the resumption of work,
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it would be all right if the magistrate were
o)n the spot; but he is not there, and indeed

lie might not even be at home when the
communication is sent to him there. Is it
desirable to paralyse industry by an un-
necessary stoppage of work t If what the
Minister proposes is spreed to, it will
seriously interfere, not only with the work
of the mill, but also with the work of the
men, who are relying on their daily wage.
In case of accident all hands generally go
to the utmost trouble, and do not spare
themselves in providing the necessary
attention for the injured party. We should
not do anything that will interfere with
business.

Miss HOLAMAN: The Mines Regulation
Act provides for practically all that is set
out in the clause, and contains a definition
of "serious injury." There should be no
objection to the place where an accident
occurred being examined. The industrial
magistrate would require only to send a
teeeram to someone on the mnill or landing
to conduct the examination, and that per-
son would then write a description of the
place in the record book. This would not
interfere with the operation of the mill.

Hon. W. J. GEORGE: If a serious accident
occurred in the running of a train, work
would naturally be suspended, and the
scene of the accident could not be inter-
fered with until the place had been reported
upon. Many other kinds of accidents occur
in the bush. If all operations arc to cease
until the scene of one of these accidents is
viewed, this may cause hardship to a,
number of workers. When an accident
occurs no one at the time can say for how
long the injured man will be incapacitated.
The clause requires further consideration.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment, as amended, agreed to.

No. 25. Clause 16-Delete "or agent"
in line 1:

The AMSTER FOR WORKS: The Bill
provides that the attorney shall hold the
same responsibility as the owner in this
ease. It is now proposed to place all the
responsibility on the manager of the mill.
That is wrong. 1 move--

That the amendment be not agreed to.

Mr. Latham: I do not see that the word
";agent"' is required.

Question put and passed: the Council's
amendmuent not agreed to.

No. 26. Clause 16-Insert after 'shall"
in line 1, the words "so far as reason,0bly
practicable."

The MINISTER FOR WORKS : This
amendment assumes that the Act will not
ha administered in a reasonable way, bat
in an unreasonable way. This phrase, may
lead to endless wrangling. I move--

That the amendment be not agreed to.
Hfon. G. TAYLOR: "Reasonably practic-

able" may be termed reasonable from one
point of view, but not from another. The
amendment is absurd.

Question put and passed; the Comncil's
amendment not agreed to.

No. 27. Clause 16--Insert after t5Qo far
88" in line 8 the word "reasonably."

The MINISTER FOR WORKS : I
m1ove-

That the amendment be not agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amtendment not agreed to.

No. 28. Clause 16-Insert after "shall"
in line 9 the words "unless same be removed
or altered without his consent."

The MINISTER FOR WORKS : This
makes provision to insert words conc*'rning
the guards over mnachinery. The owner of
the mill may be thousands of miles aw~iy.
He mast he prepared to accept the respon-
sibility of his representative, bat the
amendment would enable him to dodge it.
Imove--
That the amendment be nt agreed to.
Question put and passed; the Council's

amendment not agreed to.

No. 29. Clause 19-Delete:

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I
cannot understand this amendment. It
places some responsibility on the employee
to see that the machinery and other facili-
ties are in good condition. I move--

That the amendment be not agreed to.

Mr. J. H. SMITH: The clause should he
struck out. We have three sets of in spec-
tors to do this work. Why should the
employee be responsible when he is paid a
daily wage to carry out his duties?

Hon. W. J. GEORGE: Although we have
inspectors to see to these things, if a person
working in a mill sees something that is
dangerous either to himself or his fellows he
should at once report it. It may he that the
main driving belt is parting. It would be the
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duty of the employee who saw it to report it
at once. The clause is a good clause, and
should be retained for the purpose of pro-
tecting employers and employees alike.

Mr. SAMPSON: By inference, those en-
gaged in breaking down in timber mills will
not use ordinary commonsense. I can hardly
imagine that any man-workman or em-
ployer-would do other than report anything
which appeared to be dangerous.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment not agreed to.

No. St.-Clause 20, Subelause 2, delete
"controlling officer," in lines 11 and 12, and
insert "inspector":

No. 31.-Clause 20, Subelause 3, delete
"controlling officer," in line 6, and insert
"Minister':

On motions by the Miaister for Works, the
foregoing amendments were not agreed to.

No. 32-Clause 20, Subclause 4, insert
after "Manager," in line 1, the words "con-
tinue to use or carry on any such machine,
plant, matter, thing or practice and":

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: Under
'the subelause, the employer is guilty of an
offence in the event of non-compliance.
There might be a ease in which an inspector
considered a machine dangerous and ordered
certain safeguards and the management re-
plied, "The machine is not working; we will
scrap it." Then, under the strict wording of
the clause, because the employer did not put
on safeguards he would be guilty of an of-
fence even although he scrapped the machine.
I do not think objection can be taken to the
Council's amendment. I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

No. 33.-Clause 20, Subclause 4, insert
after "inquiry," in line 3, the words "fails to
comply":

On motion by the Minister for Works, the
Council's amendment was agreed to.

No. 34-Clause 21, Subelause 1, insert
after "or," in line 1, the word "employed";
insert after "of," in line 2, the words "or an
employee working":

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: This
clause deals with juries. We provided that
any person having a personal interest in the
management of the mill should not sit on the
jury inquiring into an accident. The Coun-
cil's amendment suggests that anyone em-
ployed in the management of a timber hold-

jag or working on a timber holding at all,
shall not be allowed to sit on such jury.

Ron. G. Taylor: Then where is a jury to
be got fromI

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: That is
what I want to know, since practically the
whole of the population on a number of mills
are employed by the timber companies. If
the Council's amendment were agreed to, the
inquest would have to be removed from the
timber station to a town, thus involving con-
siderable cost in railway fares and hotel ex-
penses. I move-

That the amendment be not agreed to.

Ron. J. H. SMITH: The Minister is in-
consistent. Every employee has a personal
interest in the mill. Why should there be
discrimination between the manager or one
of the staff and a mill worker? The Council's
amendment might well be accepted.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment not agreed to.

No. 35-Clause 21, Subolause 3, delete "a,"
at the end of line 1, and insert "the ac-
credited":

On motion by the Minister for Works, the
Council's amendment agreed to.

No. 36-Clause 22, delete Subelanse 13:
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The sub-

clause gives power to require the provision
of smoke screens, the idea being to prevent
smoke from the fire chutes getting into the
mills so as to interfere with the vision of the
men and thereby making the work danger-
ous. There have been several complaints on
that Mcore. Though there may be other means
of keeping the smoke out of the mills, power
should be taken to control the smoke nuis-
ance. Perhaps it could be overcome by shift-
ing the fire chute to another position. I
move an alternative amendment-

That the following be substituted for Sub-
clause 13:-''For the prevention of the entry
of smoke into the mill to the danger of work-
men."

Ron. G1. TAYLOR: How in an open mill
can a smoke screen be arranged to stop
smoke? If one knew the way the winds
blew, one could have the fire chutes ar-
ranged accordingly.

The Minister for Works: One mill has a
large smokescreen:

Hon. G. TAYLOR: Is it efficacious!
The Minister for Works: Yes.
Hon. G. TAYLOR: I presume the at-

mosphere would play a prominent part even
where a smokescreen was installed.
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Question
amendment

No. 37.

put and passed; the alternative
agreed to.

Clause 22.-Delete Subclause

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
suhelause requires hush tramns to be cleared
of dangerous trees to a prescribed width
and to be patrolled. I am prepared to
modify the subelause by the deletion of the
words "to a prescribed width."

Hon. 0. Taylor: A "dangerous" tree can-
not be defined. Who is to administer the
subelause ?

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
inspector.

Hon. G. Taylor: It will cause a lot of
unnecessary work.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: If a
tree is dangerous, no one will say it should
he left there.

Hon. G. Taylor: It will be removed by
the proprietor.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: Some
precautions are needed on narrow bush
tracks, especially after a rough night.

Hon. G. Taylor: Are there many acci-
dents7

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
hon. member knows there are.

Miss Holinan: During the past two
months there has been an accident.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I move
an alternative amendment-

That the words ''to a prescribed width''
be struck out of the suhelause.

Mr. J. H. SMI1TH: I absolutely agree
with the Council's amendment. The Minis-
ter's alternative nicudment cannot possibly
he accepted. Failing- acceptance ot the
Council's amendment, the suheclause should
be deleted. A "dangerous tree" is impos-
sible of definition, and in a hurricane or
gale limbs might blow a hundred yards.
It is impossible for timber mills to work
under the conditions proposed. The Coun-
cil are sound in the attitude they have taken
up. As to the control of bush lines, does
the -Minister ask that a man with a red flag
shall go ahead of every engine that runs
through the bush? Seeing that five or six
rakes are run over the lines each day, the
proposition is ridiculous! There has
rarely been an accident in the bush and
certainly no more accidents than have been
experienced by motor cars on the bush roads,

where they travel three times as fast as a
rake of trucks. The whole thing is a farce
and the Committee would be wise to accept
the Council's amendment.

Hon. W. J. GEORGE: I support the,
Council's amendment. Where can there he
found more dangerous trees along bush lines
than are to be found in the ordinary bush,
where whims and men with wagons are
passing by throughout the day? linger-
ons trees aire not to be found only where
lines have been laid down. Then again whet)
those tines are constructed, the dangerous
trees are taken out, for the gangers find the
best and shortest route with the lowest
grades. No trees are left that may be dan-
gerous for the working of the line. That
work is done by experienced men. If we
are to agree to a proposal such as that in-
cluded in the Bill, then we should prohibit
all work in the forest until dangerous trees
have been taken out. Falters and others
working in the bush are exposed to dangers
all day long because, no matter how skilled
they may he, something may happen to
deviate a falling tree froni the line intended,
thus bringing down another tree. The clause
will unnecessarily impose trouble and ex-
pense upon the sawmnillers. Then there is
the patrolling of the bush lines. This will
mean ia all probability, that the companies
will have to provide petrol engines to patrol
the lines to see that they are perfectly safe.
Timber trains do not run at furious speeds,
for the bush lines are not built for speed
atid the fireman, and engine-driver keep their
eyes opein for anything- likely to cause all
aceident. During my years of experience
in conneection with one timber mill I know
of only one accident caused through a fall-
ing tree striking the engine and killing a
luan. There have not been the number of'
accidents from dangerous trees that would
warrant the inclusion of such a mischiev-
ous and illogical paragraph in the Bill.
If it is right to include it in the Bill, then
we should go further, and accord the same
protection to the men working in the bush.

M'r. SAMPSON: I do not like speaking
against anything- intended for the p~rote-
tion of life and limb, but if this provision
he agreed to, amending legislation should be
introduced to compel local authorities to
take out all dangerous trees alongside roads
throuighout the country districts. Such a
proposal would be impracticable.
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Miss HOLMAN: The eases cited by mema-
hern of the Opposition are not analagous.
This proposal does not concern people going
along roads for pleasure or anything of that
sort. This deals with timber companies who
run trains through the bush, and all we ask
is that dangerous trees alongside the line
shall be taken out. That does not impose
any hardship upon the companies at all.
Women and children ride on the front of
the engine or on the rakes of timber where-
ever they can find a :eat. We ask that
dangerous trees, shall lie taken out if they
are alongside the line, past which women
and children have to be conveyed on the
bush lines. Some of the frees are oni eight
or ten inches away from the rakes as they
pass by. Some of the companies have
cleared both sides of their lines back to a
considerable distance and have taken out
even the blaekboy trees! Surely it cannot
he regarded as a hardship to make the com-
panies take out the dangerous trees that
are growing right alongside the line. I
gave an instance of a man whose knee was
cut when passing a dangerous tree close to
the line. As to the man with the red flag
patrolling the line, there is no such thing
suggested. All wre ask is that on a dark
winter morning an engine shall run out to
see if the line is Clear and thus protect the
lives of those who may be aboard the Uimber
rake later on.

Mr. J. H. SMITH: The member for For-
rest has exaggerated the position.

M iss Holman: Not at all.

Mr. J. H. SMITH: She has endeavoure
td influence members to vote against the
Council's amendment. When men run E
line up a gully they remove all trees that are
regarded as dangerous.

Mfiss Holman: Not always.

Mr. J. H. SMITH: The men engaged upon
such work are experts, who have been in
the industry all their lives. If there is -t
dangerous tree 50 yards away from the line,
they wvill take it out. If this provision is
allowed to remain in the Bill, the timber
vompanies will have to spend thousands of
pounds on clearing out trees to serve hv,
purpose at all. As to the patrolling of the
hush lines, the memt'er for Forrest has en-
deavoured to hoodwink members.

Miss Holman: Is the member for Nelson
in order in saying that I have endeavoured
to hoodwink members? This is the second

time he has made the statement, and I ask
that it be withdrawn.

Mr. J. H. SMITH: I withdraw the state-
ment, but the inference is theire. The Min-
ister says that the lines must be patrolled.

Mr. Kennedy: On the railways sections
are patrolled every day but this does not
say that that has to be done.

Mr. J. H. SMITH: The hon. member does
not know what it means! Whether it lie
the State Sawmills or private companies,
they do not run their necks into nooses for
nothing.

Mr. Kennedy: And tre the railway peo-
pie not careful?

Mr. J. HI. SMI1TH: I do not say they are
not. The Railways Act does not say that
every small section has to be patrolled every
day.

Mr. Kennedy: Yes it does, and all see-
tions are patrolled daily.

Mr. J. H. SMITH: If the Minister insist,
on this provision it will inflict great hard-
ship on the industry.

Mfr. DAVY: I think a dangerous tree
is one likely to fall on a train or shed a
limb on a train. I cannot see any reason
why a timber company should not be subject
to regulation requiring it to clear away trees
likely to fall on a train.

Mr. Mann: Do not the companies do that

Mr. DAVY: No doubt they do. If not,
they should. Why should not a regulation
he made requiring them to do so? I strongly
disapprove of legislation by regulation be-
cause it is a form of procrastination, but still
it prevails. Evil though all by-law legisla-
tion may be, I do not think this is a particu-
larly evil specimen, and I find it difficult to
see the strong objections raised against ;t.

Mr. S. H. Smith: You have not dealt with
the question of patrolling lines.

Mr. DAVY: It is probable that a line
should be inspected after a storm, or onze
a week or once a month.

in. G. Taylor: You would want to in-
spect it before a storm because, after i
storm, the decayed branches would have
been blown away.

Mr. DAVY: I am not acquainted with the
habits of trees.

Mr. Mann: You are getting into deep
water.

TMr. DAVY: Perhaps a reasonable amount
of patrolling is required and I think we.
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might well wait until we see what regulation
is framed. As an ignoramus in forestry,
I cannot appreciate the vital objections
lodged by members on this side.

Hon. 04. TAYLOR: W~hen this provision
was debated previously the member for Nel-
son endeavoured to get it deleted, but failed.
The Minister, the member for Forrest and
others urged that it was absolutely necessary
and held hard and fast for clearing to a pTJ--
scribed width. When another place deletes
the whole of the provision, however, the
Minister is more anxious to meet the wishes
that this side of the House expressed weeks
ago. The people engaged in the timber in-
dustry take all necessary precautions for
safety. The object of the Bill is to protect
the employees, and the employer can be
trusted to look after his property in the shape
of engines and wagons. There is no neces-
sity for the amendment suggested by the
Minister. It is idle for anyone to claii:
ability to state with certainty that a tree is
dangerous. The member for Nelson, who li::s
been in the industry all his life, says it is
impossible. Another skilled timber worker,
the member for Forrest, says this provision
is absolutely necessary. We have two experts
taking opposite views, and how can we de-
cide? It would be well to agree to the Coun-
cil's amendment. The member for Green-
ough spoke about a pilot engine going ahead
of a train. That is passenger traffic; w
are dealing with timber traffie.

Mr. Kennedy: It applies to all classes of
traffic on the Government lines.

The Minister for Works. Of course o
timber train goes by itself.

Hon. G. TAYLOR: The Minister wants
a patrol to go ahead. Fancy a pilot engine
going ahead of a timber train! It is too ab-
surd for words.

Mr. BROWN: If there was an officious
inspector he might compel a mill owner to
cut down every tree within 11/2 chains of the
track. A gust of wind might blow a free
a couple of hundred yards. I agree that no
mill-owner would run the risk of not re-
moving dangerous trees. I have seen bush
railways where the timber was cleared only
sufficiently to permit of the train passing
through. The trains do not run at night
and they travel at a slow pace, and unless a
tree actually fell when a train was in motion,
there would be no danger. If a line was pat-
rolled that would meet all requirements.

Question put and a division taken
the following result:-

Ayes .. - .23

Noes -. . .15

Majority for

Mr. Angwin
Mr. Barnard
Mr. Chesson
Mr. Coller
Mr. Coverley
Mr. Cunningham
Mr. Davy
Mr. Heron
Miss Holman
Mr. W. D. Johnsen
Mr. Kennedy
Mr. Lambert

Mr.
Mr.
Mr'
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
M r.

Brown
Dnuton
George
Griffiths
E. EL Johnston
Lindsay
Malay
mann

with

8

None.

M1r.
Mr.
Mr.
M r.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr'
Mr.
Mr.

Sir
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Lomond
Lutsy
Marshall
Mco.allum
Muaic
Penton
Aleoma
Troy
A. Wanaibrough
Withers
wilson

(Teller.)

James Mitchell
North
saropson
J. H. Smith
Stubbs
Taylor
Latham

(Tellar.)

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment, as amended, agreed to.

No. 38-Clause 22-Delete Subelause 19.

The MINISTER FOR WORKYS: This
governs housing; I cannot understand what
the objection to it is. I move-

That the amendment be not agreed to.

Question-put and passed; the Council's
amendment not agreed to.

No. 39 Delete Subelause 21.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: This is a
dragnet provision. I am not enamoured of
this class of legislation, but the Solicitor
General tells me that it appears in all Acts,
Federal and State. However, I propose to
amend the Council's amendment by striking
out certain words from the clause. I move-

That the Council's amendment be amended
by striking out ''delete'' and substituting
"amend'' and deleting the words from the
clause ''not expressly provided for.''

That will mean that regulations may be
framed to give effect to the Act.

Mr. DAVY: I do not think that the dele-
tion of the words proposed will enable the
Government to make regulations dealing with
anything except matters of the same nature.
The position will be safe if we out out the
words set out in the Minister's amendment.
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Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment, as amended, agreed to.

No. 40. Clause 25-Delete the words "if
he is an owner, agent or manager, £50, and
if he is any other person."

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
clause deals with penalties and the amend-
ment purposes to limit fines in both eases to
£10. As we are opposed to class distinctions
I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

No. 41. Clause 27-Delete the words
"appointed as an industrial magistrate for
the purposes of the Industrial Arbitration
Act, 1925."

On motion by Minister for Works the
amendment (consequential) was agreed to.

No. 42. Insert a new clause to stand as
Clause 6 as follows: District inspectors shall
be under the Public Service Act, 1904, but
special and workmen's inspectors shall not be
subject to the provisions of the said Act.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I did
propose that none of the inspectors should
be under the Public Service Act. I thought
it would be better if they were under the
direct control of the Minister. The amend-
meat suggests that the district inspector
should be under the Public Service Act, hut
not the workmen's inspector. I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

No. 43. Insert a new clause, to stand as
Clause 28, as follows :-The provisions of
"The Factories and Shops Act, 1920," and
"The Inspection of Machinery Act, 1921,"
and of all amendments or reenactments
thereof, in so far as same may apply to any
sawmill, mill, timber holding, machinery, mill
gearing, mill landing, bush landing, or yard
as herein defined, shall not apply to this
Act, and no owner, manager, or agent, as
herein defined shall be required to comply
with said first-mentioned Acts in addition to
this Act.

The MINISTER FOR 'WORKS: This is
a most extraordinary proposition. If it were
agreed to, we should have no inspections of
boilers, no certificated engineers, and no
certificates of the machinery. I can only eon-
elude that it was drafted in a hurry. Cer-
tainly it cannot be accepted. I judge that

what was really intended was that we should
not with this measure overlap the Inspec-
tion of Machinery Act and the Factories
Act, and that we should make that clear in
the Bill. I have here what is virtually a new
clause, but it can be fitted in as an amend-
ment to the Councils amendment. I move-

That all words after "provisons" in line
1 of the Council's amendment be struck out
and the following inserted in lieu thereof-
''of Sections i3, 14, 16, 17 and 20 of this
Act, and of the regulations made under para-
graphs 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 19 of Section 22 of
this Act, shall he in lieu of the provisions of
the Inspection of Machinery Act, 1921, and
any amendment thereof, and of the Factories
and Shops Act, 1920, and any amendment
thereof, and the regulations under those Acts,
relating to similar matters, which provisions
and regulations shall not apply to the timber
industry; hut nothing in this Act shall affect
the provisions of the Inspection of Machinery
Act, 1921, relating to boilers, or to the certifl-
cates required to bo held by engine-drivers,
crane and hoist drivers, boiler attendants and
other persons. I

That makes the provision quite clear. Under
that, there can he no overlapping the various
Acts.

Amendment on the amendment put and
passed; the Council's amendment, as
amended, agreed to.

Resolutions reported and the report
adopted.

A Committee consisting of Miss Holman,
the Hon. W. J, George and the Minister for
Works appointed to draw up reasons for
disagreement with certain of the Council's
amendments.

Reasons adopted and a message accord-
ingly transmitted to the Council.

BILLS (2-RETURNED FROM THE
COUNCIL.

1, Dried Fruits.
2, Health Act Amendment.

Without amendment.

BILL-GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS ACT
AMEDMNT.

Council's Amendments.
Schedule of five amendments made by the

Co~uncil now considered.

Ins Committee,
Mr. Panton in the Chair; the Minister for

Railways in charge of the Bill.
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No. 1. Clause 2-Delete the word "re-
pealed" and insert in lieu thereof the words
,'amended by omitting the words 'deducted
from any salary, wage or emolument due to
such person or may be."'

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
Representatives of the joint unions had a
conference with me and the Deputy Commiis-
sioners of Railways, and agreed to practi-
eally everything in the Bill. The employees
are not prepared to accept the amendment,
because that would leave the Commissioner
no option but to summon anyone who had
caused any wrong-doing. Rather than have
anything of that kind tried in a court of
summary jurisdiction the employees -would
prefer that the Commissioner should deal
with it. The section dealt with by the clause
has fallen into disuse for the last six or
seven years, and neither party wants it to
remain in the Act. They would prefer the
original section to the amendment proposed
by the Council. I mnove--

That the amendment be not agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment not agreed to.

No. 2. Clause 3-Delete.

The MAINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
Almost all railway awards and agreements
allow employees to start their privileges
after six months' service. fn some cases men
after six months must give 14 days' notice
before leaving the service. The effect of
striking out the clause would be to force men
to serve 12 months before they could be re-
garded as permanently employed. It was
designed to bring tile eonditiors of appeal
into line in all sections of the service. It
would be an anomaly to have different sets
of conditions like this. I move-

That the amendment be not agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Council'sc
amendment not agreed to.

No. 3. Clause 4, Subelaurw 1, paragraph
(c)-Delete "and" in line 2 and insert after
"deputy" in same line the words "and his
substitute."'

The 'MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: I
move-

That the amendment be not agreed to-

A representative of the employees or his
deputy serves on the Appeal Board. It is
thought that possibly the respresentative and
bis deputy might retire from the service at
the satme time, or not desire to sit on the

board. There is no procedure in the Act
providing for the appointment of another
men to fill their place. Rather than have
anything that was unworkable the union de-
sired that the organisation substantially re-
presenting the men concerned in the appeal
should have the right to nominate the sub-
stitute. I do not think it has ever occurred
that both the representative and his deputy
have left the service or have been unable to
attend to their duty on the board.

Hon. Sir James Mitchell: These represen-
tatives are elected.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
Yes. The Legislative Council seem to think
that the substitute could also be erected.

Hon. Sir James -Mitchell:- Could they all
sit on the board.

The 'MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: If
the representative was unable to do so his
deputy would sit, and if neither should do
so the substitute would sit. The employees
aire not particular about this. clause, and I
am not much concerned whether we agree
to the, amendment or not. The contingency
contemplated. is not likely to arise.

Hon. Sir JAMES IMITCHELL: These
three people will be elected under the amend-
ment-a representative, a depiuty, end a sub-
stitute. The Commissioner will have to see
that all three are brought to a convenient
spot. It might not he for the good of an
officer to he transferred in that way.

The Minister for Railwa-ys: That is the-
responsibility of those who elect him.

Hon. Sir JAMES MIUTCHELL:- Thp
Commissioner does not wart to have so many%
members of his, staff subject to this condi-
tion; nor might they wvant to be transferred.

The Mtinister for Railways: Then tbe3
will not stand.

Ron. Sir JAMES MVITCHELL : The
three persons having been elected, the Com-
missioner must bring the three to Perth or
a place convenient to Perth. The Minister's
own provision -was better than this. I should
not think two substitutes were necessary.

Question put and pee34ed; the Council's
amendment not agreed to.

No. 4. Clause 6--Delete.

LNo. 5. Titlc--Delete the word "repeal"
and insert in lieu thereof the word "4amend."

On motions by the M,%inisiter for Railways.
the foregoing amendments were agreed to.

Resolutions reported, and the report
adopted.
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.committee, consisting, of the Mfinise
for liailways, the Minister for Lands, and
.%r. M,%ann, drew up reasons for disagreeing
to ccrtnin of the Council's amendments.

Raosadopted and a message accord-
inigly returned to the Cancil.

ADJOURWENT-SPEOIAL&
THE MINISTER rOR LANDS (Hon.

W. C. Angwin-NorthEa-;t Fremantle)
[10.551: 1 move-

That the House at its rising adjourn until
3 p.w. to-morrow.

Question put and passed.

Rouse adjouirned at 10.56 p.m.

lJcgoative Council,
1rednesday, 15th December7 1926.

Questons: RAinay. Norseman.Stbnon gums ... 3006
J~nsrfmotor toll........ ...... 8005
8huidwnd reulaos ad permit.........006

Mtotion:- North-.Wes, ionwat posel for
surrender S.. .. .ODS

Bill1s: Timber Iindustry Regulation, Assembly's
.....................B9

Governen Raways Act Amendment, As-
esmbW'sesmeadnients...............am

Loan, £4,370,000. 21- .. 8. . . 027
Metropolitan Mfarket, Assembly's wesae .. 040M
Adoption of Childin Act, Amendment, 2R.. 3047

7esolution: Ratiway gauge unificatlon...........3041

The PLIESTDENT took the Chair at 3
p.ni.. and read lprayers.

QUESTION-RAILWAY, NORSEMAN-
SALMON GUMS.

Hon, J1. CORNELL, asked the Chief
Secretary' : 1, When was the Norseman-
Salmion Gums railway commenej 2,
When is it expected to complete that se-
tion? 3, Are the funds for thle constru[c-
tion of the railwayv sutbject to the special

loan terms of the Commonwealth migration
agreement, i.e., one per cent. interest? 4,
If not, what are the terms of the loan 1

The CHIEF SECRETARY replied : 1,
1st November, 1925. 2, Rails are expected
to be through early in February, 1927, and
the isection complete by the end of June,
1927. 3 and 4, This has not yet been
finalised.

QUESTION-KING'S PARK, MOTOR
TOLL.

Hon. H. SEDDON, for Hon. E. H.
Harris, asked the Chief Secretary: 1, Has
the Governor-in-Council, on the recomn-
muendation of Cabinet, approved of the
dark-age toll system being imposed by the
King's Park Board on vehicles entering the
park, it being a Class A reserveV 2, Under
what authority has such power been exer-
cisedl? 3, D~o the Government intend to
approve of the application of the toll sys-
tern at Point Walter and siilar Class A
reserves? 4, Are the Government satisfied
that they have legal power to impose such
a toll charge on a Class A reserve?1 5, If
so, does legal power exist to impose a toll
charge oil pedestrians in a like manner to
the charge on vehicles?

The CHIEF SECRETARY replied: 1,
By-laws of the King's Park Board impos-
ing a license fee have been approved by the
Governor in Executive Council. 2, Under
Parks and Reserves Act, 1895. 3, Requests
from controlling boards would in every in-
stance receive consideration. 4, Yes. 5,
Yes.

QUESTION- SANDALWOOD, REGIULA-
TIONS AND] PERMITS.

Hon. HI. SEDDON asked the Chief
Secretary: 1, Have the Government -re-
newed the permits to remove sandalwood
from Crown lands? 2, Has any allocation
of orders been made to pull] sandalwood for
the year 1927? 3, If so, what niumber and
for what quantity! 4, ]Have the permit,
and orders been issued uinder and siibjecl
to the existing regulations?7 5, In what
respect do the existinz reg-ulations differ
from the reguilations of 1923, which, on the,
following motion by the then Leader of
the Opposition (Hn, P. Collier), daterd
7 th November, 1923, were objected to:
"That the amended regulations tinder the
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